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Armando Ferrari,
Photographer, Miss 

Teen Nevada ‘08. He’s 
a regular. Nuff said.

Darran Barton,
Photographer, Dark 
Daze Bright Nights. 
Every now and then 

your path crosses with 
someone and you can’t 
help but think it was for 

a reason.
We look forward to more 
collaborations together.

Jannica Honey,
Photographer,

Americano. We just love 
her sense of style and her 

sense of humour and when 
these shots landed in our 
hands they were just too 

damn good to be ignored!

Chis Kern,
Photographer,

Suburban Summer. Chris 
works out in LA where the 
sun shines all year round, 

everyone’s beautiful and the 
livin’ is easy. Us, jealous? 

Hell, yeah.
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This issue we’re Borne Global. Why? 
Because through the magic of the www 
you’ll be able to read Borne whether you’re 
in Lima, Tanzania or Skegness. The thought 
of far off places has us thirsty for some 
travel, so we’ve gathered our essentials 
and now all we need to do is pick a place... 
possibly Nevada..? Get online and flick 
through the entire magazine, checking out 
any sneaky extras that we’ve saved for the 
computer geek in you. 

We’ve also added a few more venues in 
the real world which are also listed online. 
And we’ve been hitting a few parties such 
as the Model Team re-launch night, and the 
launch of new model night Pretty Gritty. If 
you picked up a copy in your goodie bag 
hope you enjoyed it.

www.bornemagazine.com
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Check this out.

thisaintnodisco.com is a must for anyone working in design or advertising 
who’s bloody nosey. An entire site dedicated to showing you the interiors of the 
world’s biggest and smallest agencies. Post your own or just count the number 
of snooker tables and table football machines.

I find it pretty comforting in this day and age of political correctness, positive discrimination and 
all things nanny-state that you can still walk into a toy shop and buy a fecking huge tank buster 
of a gattling gun for your offspring. This is the Nerf N-Strike Vulcan and it alone would make you 
kidnap a kid just so you had an excuse to buy one. Check this, it’s a fully automatic belt-fed 
foam blaster!! Belt fed!! You know, as in, Arnie films, Rambo and the frikken Matrix!!! Word on 
the street is it’ll also have a night vision attachment. Holy shit, I had a crappy six shooter with a 
red rubber dart, and these little bastards are better equiped than the bloody SAS! Available this 
autumn from about $39.99. www.hasbro.com/nerf/

What? They’re bath 
bombs... with tiny Super 
Mario figures in them... from 
Japan... C’mon, people, 
what more do you want? 

Here it is, people, the culinary invention that’s bound to make the 
likes of Jamie Oliver just pack up his spatula and give up on the 
human race. You’ve lost, man. Go home. It’s over. For this is the 
cheeseburger in a can. You heard it right, baby, in a fucking can. 
I can’t quite work out if this is really just a PR stunt as the Swiss 
company responsible also has a pretty noble and impressive track 
record making water filtration devices (bet you didn’t think that 
was coming) so this foray into freeze dried food and drink for the 
McDonald loving explorer seems slightly off base. But, hey, who 
are we to argue, it either gets rid of noble TV chefs or it kills off a 
few hill walkers. The words win and win spring to mind.
www.katadyn.com/

The LIP Mach 2000 series of watches are the 
work of a group of French industrial designers, 
architects, interior decorators, and graphic 
designers who, in the 60s and 70s, created 
some of LIP’s finest and most iconic work. 
These designs are now being re-released by 
the company and a huge selection of watches 
so disgustingly stylish your credit card will have 
a hernia are available online from Watchismo.

www.watchismo.com

Remember in primary school 
when your pencil would wear right 
down to a tiny little stub? Well, 
while the non-creative fools out 
there just chucked it and got a 
new one, Jennifer Maestre had 
different ideas. These rather scary 
organic sculptures are made 
entirely from pencils into which 
Jennifer tirelessly drills a hole 
and threads together to create 
these correl-like spikey creatures. 
Doesn’t it scare you how many 
things are out there that you never 
would have considered doing in a 
million years? Check out more at 
www.jennifermaestre.com

With the glut of i-Pod accessories on the market today it’s not often you come across one that’s 
actually passable never mind pretty cool, which is why we thought you might like to know 
about the Tinbot. Designed by Kollective.de the Tinbot’s a perfect shell for your music maker 
and looks sweet to boot. Illustrations include work by Jock (pictured), Parra and Sket One and 
will only set you back $29.95. www.thetinbot.com  

Sammy Sausage visits Borne.

Sounds a little tinny... sorry.

This is the first time an illustrator’s made it onto these 
first few pages of Borne but for Sammy Sausage we 
just had to make an exception. In the words of his 
creator, Stefania Treta, “He’s the type of sausage that 
happens to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.”

An artist and illustrator, Stefania’s working on a project 
that’ll see little Sammy animated, but for now you 
can find cards and badges in Hitherto. We thought 
we’d see if the little guy would like to share his global 
wanderings with us. Keep an eye out for him and make 
sure he gets home ok. For more info or commissions, 
contact Stefania at s.treta@hotmail.co.uk

If your geeky lifestyle has brought you fame and fortune then how better 
to show it off than with one of these elemental rings by Itsnoname? 
If silver’s your thing, you’re looking at $205, the gold’s a rather more 
respectable $2200 and if you happen to be the boffin who discovered 
how to make money in a test-tube then the platinum is likely to be yours 
at just $6500. I gotta admit, I do rather like them but they don’t come 
close to my green glowing plutonium rings that adorn my twelve fingers.

http://itsno.name/index.html

True geek chic.

No doubt inspired by the now extinct 
item of clothing called the “cagoule” 
(look it up, children), Original Penguin 
have created a nifty little jacket/pillow 
combo thing. We want one to help ease 
the suicide inducing pain that is the bus 
journey from Glasgow to Edinburgh and 
I’m sure our tinned cheeseburger loving 
friends (see opposite) will be happy to 
know that they’ll be looking pretty fly on 
that mountain as the stomach cramps 
kick in. You have to look your best for the 
Air Rescue, after all.
www.originalpenguin.co.uk

Anyone who actually buys a calendar for the following year 
in, say December or, God forbid, November is most likely 
in cahoots with satan himself. It’s just not done. Somewhere 
between March and April is when it dawns on you that it 
might be useful to have an up-to-date calendar and that’s 
where Nat Russell’s “Always late in 2008 but just in time for 
2009” comes in. Beginning on the 16th of March 2008 and 
ending on the 15th in 2009 it’s a trippy and intricate poster 
that you need in your life. Order your limited edition copy 
from crookedarm@gmail.com, it’ll only cost you about $30.



Saskia Pomeroy
As we head towards summer along come all things 

nautical. It’s a trend that emerges every year with anchor 
print bikinis and stripy tees. So why not do things a little 

differently this year and take inspiration from illustrator 
Saskia Pomeroy and go for a sailor tattoo a la The 

Winehouse. Saskia toyed with the idea of getting inked 
but paper seemed a little less painful. But we say, go on, 

you only live once, people, get the needles out!

You may know Lou Doillon as 
the daughter of director Jaques 

Doillon and Jane Birkin or as 
an actress or even as a model. 
An now she’s gone and added 

fashion designer to her list of 
talents. These are images from 

her AW 08 collaboration with Lee 
Cooper. Lou brings her quirky 
and iconic French style tothe 

British founded denim label. It’s a 
mix of denim fitted jackets, high 

waisted trousers, pencil skirts and 
baggy boyfriend shirts. There’s 
even a dress that you can wear 

upside-down. C’est magnific, no?

Prices range from €50 to €200.

Ten years ago Michael Prince heard rumours 
that the George Hotel which stood at the top 
of Buchanan St in Glasgow for a good 160 
years was to be demolished to make way 
for a shiny new Virgin Megastore. He quickly 
arranged access and began documenting 
the last days of the George; a hotel which 
once provided home to the stars of stage and 
screen performing in the nearby theatres.

Any film buffs amongst you might even
recognise the oval room from the final drug 
deal scene in Trainspotting.

It’s taken a decade but Michael’s images of 
a long gone institution are now available to 
buy in a hardback book from self publishing 
website Blurb.com.

Good Night George, aprox £32 + postage 
from the States. www.blurb.com

Last orders, please.

If you’re reading 
this, congrats!
There have been a few of you out there slow off the mark 
asking where to find a copy of this shiny new magazine we 
call Borne, so we thought we should spell it out.

There’s a full distribution list online (www.bornemagazine.
com) but to sum it up, you’re talking about cool retailers 
(American Apparel, Diesel, Replay, Cruise, Urban 
Outfitters, All Saints, etc, etc) bars (Bar 91, The Arches, The 
Brunswick, Brel, Buddas, Bier Halles, etc, etc) salons (Toni 
& Guy, Essensuals, Vidal Sassoon, Rainbow Rooms, etc, 
etc) and a load of alternate venues like the GSA, The Wasp 
Studios, tattoo studios, the SWG3 warehouse, and The 
Tramway to name a few. The list runs at about 200 venues 
and spans from the West end of Glasgow to the South side 
and throughout the city centre.

We also thought we’d let you guys know of a few recent 
additions to the Borne distribution network with Stereo, 
Metropolitan Bar, The Recoat Gallery, Dallas + Dallas, 
Fressh, The Shoe Studio and the rather stylish Marks Hotel 
joining the party. If you want us to add you to the ever 
growing list, just ask. However, as you’re obviously reading 
this then you’ll have probably found a copy of Borne and so 
this is completely pointless... So, um, don’t read this, it’s a 
total waste of your time.

What’s not to love about the ‘Lympics? 
You’ve a bunch of people from around 
the world who’ve dedicated their whole 
lives to being amazing at just one and 
usually quite pointless thing and you 
get to watch them compete to see 
who’s the best and who’s just wasted 
their whole life. Brilliant. This range of 
old school tees from Amplified feature 
iconic Olympic logos from the 60s to 
the 80s. Look out for the development 
into luggage later in the year and 
also the addition of logos from failed 
Olympic bids. Each tee is just £25 
and the full collection’s available from 
sugarbullets.co.uk  

I stopped by Office the other day and fell in love with these cute 
heart sandals (£40). No sooner had I snapped them up did 
I realise that they also come in pink and gold, both a perfect 
match for summer frocks and frolicks. Check out their spring/
summer range instore now.

Take a look at Red Torpedo’s 
new spring range which 

combines their usual 
Americana details with a stong 

Oriental influence this time 
around. Who knew western 

styling and eastern graphics 
would sit together so well? 

Better take note in your little 
red book and check out the full 

range online.
www.redtorpedo.com



Parkour may not be entirely mainstream just yet but it’s come a long way since we first caught glimpses 
of it on fuzzy online clips. Since then we’ve had BBC trailers, Bond villains a few documentaries and 
countless more fuzzy online clips all showing us the superhuman movement that looks like a cross 

between old school Jackie Chan and capoeira.

I went along to one of the weekly hardcore training sessions where the three main coaches of 
the newly launched glasgowparkourcoaching.com (Chris, Zeno and BJ) were training up a 

group of about 6 others. Now, if you’ve made residence under a rock for the past decade and 
haven’t a clue what we’re banging on about then you’ll probably like to know that Parkour 
is basically a non-competitive sport that utilises your natural surroundings to run through, 
jump over, duck under and balance on in a very fluid way – the better you get, the bigger 

the jumps, the higher the drops and the more impressive and fluid the balance and 
speed. Some call it the art of movement, but basically think cool gymnastics crossed 
with a high speed chase through a council estate. So, naturally training is outside, 
in carparks, in industrial spaces, stairwells, basically anywhere that has a good 

combination of railing and wall.

Halfway through their session the weather takes a turn for the dreadful and the 
coldest wind and rain in weeks rips through the concrete maze they’re training 
in. Surfaces get slippery, the danger increases and I lose feeling in 88.8% 
of my body but the guys continue and the combination of jumps, lifts and 
strafes is probably the only thing keeping hypothermia at bay. Seeing it 

in the flesh you get a real sense of the strength and precision involved. 
Take a simple jump from a wall to a railing; now, you wouldn’t bat an 
eyelid at it on TV but up close and personal it dawns on you that, well, 

you probably couldn’t do that. You quickly get an odd feeling that 
you’ve been living life in a rut of normality – I’m pretty au fait with the 
old walking, running, and maybe even the odd jump but there’s so 
much more the human body can do!

The media (both professional and the YouTube variety) has 
been a little to blame for the misconceptions of Parkour as 

it’s not really told the full story.

We thought it’d be cool to meet up with Chris 
Grant, the founder of Glasgow’s first Parkour 
training school, to find out more and ask him about 
running, jumping and having the balance of a cat. 
Cool? It was bloody freezing!

Urban Ninjas.
Words Iain Nevill Photo Dollyache Photography

Watch the documentaries and the clips and you get the idea that it’s all about 
starting at one side of the city and simply running to the other – ducking, vaulting, 
rolling and climbing over rooftops, walls, bollards and railings all the way. This 
isn’t really true. Sure, in theory you could, but in practice, you’d probably hit a 
loose railing, a dodgy brick or a slippery pole at one point and end up with a 
broken ankle. It’s never really that spontaneous. Chances are, any slick clip or 
video you’ve seen has been choreographed and attempted 50 times before to 
eliminate any chance of accident. No one’s out to pretend they’re Spiderman and 
no one wants to fall 6 stories for nothing. We’re yet to see a documentary that truly 
highlights the training and precision that’s required just to prepare your body to 
cope with the jumps and the lands.

It’s only natural to want to do the impressive stuff from day one and when Chris 
Grant started out he was no different.  He’s been training for about four years now 
and it was a TV clip that sparked his interest and Google fuelled it with a few more 
glimpses of the Parkour elite. Back then it was simply a case of copying what he 
could find from video clips or internet postings. Naturally, within 3 months he had 
shin splints simply because, in his own words, he had no idea what he was doing! 
To pull off landing a 6 foot jump you have to build your muscles and body for that 
kind of impact. He now wants to teach others the discipline and work needed to 
progress safely and strongly.

The session ends with a gruelling abs workout from which I politely decline – me 
on the floor with a severe muscle cramp wouldn’t be a great look – and we escape 
to the warmth to talk more.

The way Chris teaches it is the way he’s learnt from the masters of the sport, the 
French team who go by the name of the Yamakasi. You break everything down 
into its smallest parts and once you can do them, you put it back together and, 
in theory, now you can do the whole thing. Sounds simple enough. Speaking of a 
movement like a chain he says, “Say a precision jump – from that wall to that wall 
– you’ve got the distance, the technique, and you need to know you’re not scared 
to do it. To start off, you practice the distance on the ground, then you practice 
the technique with tiny little jumps landing on the edge [of the wall] so you get it 
right, totally eliminating any risk of mistake. All you’ve got left is the fear but when 
you approach that jump you know you’ve done it all before.” Zeno adds, “It’s very 
important to work on a ground level first; everything’s quite low, small, and once 
you get confident in your skills and abilities it’s wider, higher.” One thing that Chris 
does reiterate, though, is that it’s not about the single move or technique, it’s about 
the route. You can break it up to learn the component parts but when you put it all 
back together again you should flow, almost subconsciously from one move into 
the next. He pushes his students to always think of what’s coming next, keep it 
fluid and always train a group of moves at once – this is a technique that Chris also 
took from the Yamakasi. “It’s not about moves, it’s about movement. Say, you’ve 
got three obstacles; you’re not distinguishing technique on each one… Parkour’s 
functionality’s in a chase situation” says Chris and Zeno adds that although you 
may not suddenly take off on an impromptu dash through the city, the end result 
is the ability to move without conscious thought. A bit like a martial art, movements 
around obstacles become instinctive and natural, “Your hands are moving before 
you can even make a conscious decision.” While working with the Yamakasi, Chris 
found that they’d do drills with one chasing the other and that really helps improve 
your flow, suddenly you stop thinking and it’s all about just getting the fuck away.

In London, Parkour’s grown in both popularity and acceptance as coaching, 
training schools and centres have popped up to teach both the philosophy behind 
it and the best way to learn. Parkour Generations is the daddy of the Parkour 
teaching schools and is working on making it accredited, governed and even 
available in schools as part of PE. How cool would that be? In most other cities 
things are still to fully catch up but with the formation of glasgowparkourcoaching.
co.uk things are moving in the right direction.

It’s easy to compare Parkour to a martial art, not just because you’re doing 
impressive things physically but also because of the mental and, without getting 
all Karate Kid on you, the spiritual side of it. Chris and Zeno actively teach that 

it’s not about being better than someone else, or who can make the jump and 
who can’t, it’s about pushing yourself and challenging yourself and finding your 
own way, “That’s a life skill, that’s not just a physical training skill.” David Belle, 
arguably the founder of Parkour (or at least the first to coin the name) also 
sees it as an exchange of ideas and ways of movement, not about who’s best. 
There are no set rules or moves as such. There may be common techniques 
but each student is encouraged to do what comes naturally while focusing 
on efficiency and directness.

Chris has also found that through a lot of the community education work 
that he does in some of the roughest areas in the city, the response has 
been unbelievable. Kids who usually don’t give a shit about anything 
suddenly realise that their housing estate is actually one of the best 
Parkour playgrounds available, “They also realise, if I’m going to do 
this, I can’t drink, I can’t get fucked every weekend because I won’t be 
able to do it, I’ll be knackered.” 

This isn’t an adrenalin sport, though, it’s not about picking the tallest 
building to jump off or the most dangerous stunt – again, the media’s 
kinda skewed what Parkour’s really about simply because it makes 
a much better show to see someone jumping 60 feet in the air than 
it does from one kerb to the next, but Chris explains, “I’m not an 
adrenalin junkie, I don’t do that because I think it’s scary, my 
level of ability surpasses that obstacle so I can do it. It’s about 
thinking that shouldn’t be scary any more.”

It has to be said, though, that’s there’s still something 
intrinsically anti-establishment about it, coupled with a really 
appealing childlike quality. There’s a cheeky innocence 
associated with just standing on a wall. Remember when 
you used to see how far you could balance on a curb? How 
you’d love climbing things or hanging from a railing and 
tipping backwards until your legs were over your head? 
Dave Belle himself says that there’s something attractive 
about turning a city on its head; why only use roads and 
pavements? Why not walk over the buildings? Why use 
the stairs when you can vault the entire well? It enables 
and encourages you to do things your way, find your 
own path and own route and break away from the 
obvious. It’s rebellious without being aggressive. 
Things like walls and barriers that were intended to 
keep you out and deny access suddenly become 
the very things you seek out and overcome. 

Go at it long enough and you develop a new 
way of seeing your surroundings; everything 
becomes climbable, jumpable and scalable. 
You obviously see your environment in a 
whole new way. Zeno can’t walk down a 
street without seeing new routes and Chris 
lives with dirty hands 24/7 from excessively 
touching surfaces and getting a feel for his 
surroundings. The days are getting longer 
and the killer winds are getting less icy. 
Go jump on a wall, stand on a railing or 
balance on a bollard. Go rediscover your 
city.

For more info on classes in Glasgow 
visit glasgowparkourcouching.com or 
for anything further a field check out 
parkourgenerations.com
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Joo Youn’s
Pillowig

Graffiti has left the city.
“Grandad, what was graffiti?” “Graffiti? Wow, I haven’t heard that word mentioned 
in this city in a long time... sit down, kid. Well, you see, back in the day, you 
would walk through town and see all these elaborate and colourful names 
sprayed on walls. The names were called tags.” “Tags, grandad?” “Yeah, tags 
and each artist would have one. You see, you couldn’t use your real name 
because then the police would track you down and probably kick your door in on 
a Sunday afternoon.” “But why?” “Well, you see, graffiti wasn’t just illegal, it was 
really, really hated by the government. This meant that some artists had two tag 
names, sometimes even three, and would use them for different missions in order 
to make it a lil’ harder for the authorities to pin point who wrote what.” “Hmm, 
that’s quite smart.” “Yeah, I guess so.” “Was there ever graffiti here, grandad?” 
“Here in Glasgow? There sure was... a long, long time ago. You see, there used 

to be special walls set aside for the artists so that they could paint and create to 
their hearts’ content without hurting anyone. People would even watch them work 
and sometimes even give them money.” “Money?” “Yep, just any loose change 
they had in their pocket because they liked what they saw. But then suddenly the 
council had enough and simply shut down the entire city. The moment they won 
the Commonwealth Games back in 2008 they just wiped the city of everything.” 
“Wow...” “Yeah, it was a real shame because other cities in Europe recognised it 
as an art-form and supported the talent on their doorstep, making their cities look 
vibrant and full of culture. But not here. They increased the number of CCTVs, 
they adopted a zero-tolerance stance and they even had a special unit set up to 
tackle the situation! The thing is, it didn’t stop people tagging the city and writing 
their names quickly with pens or spray cans, but it meant all the really good 
productions that took a day or more to complete were wiped out.” “So it almost 
made it worse?” “Well, you could look at it that way; it certainly got rid of anything 
that people would pay money to look at. I remember there was some graffiti in the 
city, though... what was it now...? Oh, yeah, there were one or two pieces... 

and here’s some irony for you, kid, there was a huge wall painted in the city 
centre that celebrated the Merchant City and another in the West end that also 
celebrated Glasgow and both of those were commissioned to artists from other 
countries!” “But why?” “Who knows...” “Weren’t there any local artists about?” 
“Sure there were! There were artists who would have done it for free just to 
get their work seen but, oh no, the council, like always, over looked our local 
talents and pulled in someone from abroad and paid them a bomb too.” “You’re 
making this up, grandad.” “I wish I was, kid, I remember it like it was yesterday.” 
“But it just seems a little crazy that the city wiped it out when you now have the 
National Banksy Museum of Art and we all get taught about stencilling in art 
class.” “Yeah, well, stencils and graffiti are two different beasts, kid... stencilling 
started out just as illegal as graffiti but I guess because it used wit and political 
messages it was seen as a higher form of art or something, who knows, but 
where stencilling was accepted by hi-society, graffiti continued to be villainised.” 
“Didn’t that piss off the graf artists?” “Heh, yeah, I guess it did in a way... some of 
them felt stencilling was a little too easy, but they didn’t really care. All they 

wanted to do was get out there and paint. The majority of them had been locked 
up, put in jail, hassled time and time again. It really wasn’t easy, but still they 
did it, trying to better their designs, trying to show their peers and the public 
what they could do.” “It seems crazy that art could be so dangerous.” “Yeah, 
I know. It’s not easy trying to get art out of a gallery and into public view. You 
saw yourself how stencils got pulled back into the gallery when they originated 
on the street. Maybe that’s why graffiti was wiped out; because it never really 
concurred… never really fit in with the establishment. It never came in from the 
street.” “Hmm, thanks, grandpa Ejek.” “No problem, kid.”

For more of Ejek’s work, check out www.shakewell-glasgow.co.uk

What can we say? “Pillowig”, even the name made us smile and then we saw the pictures! At first, what seems 
like a gimmick turns out to be a really cool project. How many times have you been waiting on a bus, delayed 
on the train or just need those forty winks? The Pillowig’s the solution! It’s been tried and tested everywhere from 
airports to subways, laundromats to libraries and even at the Old Palace in Seoul. Joo Youn Paek, the brains 
behind the wig, is a student at NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program, her work explores “the observation 
and experiment of human space sensation in everyday lives using any kind of media and technologies as design 
tools”. We can already think of a hundred different situations where we’d need a Pillowig.

http://itp.nyu.edu/~jyp243/jy/pillow.htm

Brennan & Burch began making women’s streetwear back in 2000. Since then, they’ve 
branched out into men’s wear and we’re glad that they did! Their detailed and patterned  
illustrations combined with cool sweats and stripy tees are a winning combo. All pieces 

are limited edition and also include one-offs and the nice thing is that they’re all designed, 
printed and manufactured right here in the UK. So, why not enter into the topsy turvey 

world of Brennan & Burch’s enchanted doodles? Prices range from £25 for tees and £55 
for sweatshirts. 

Check out this season’s collection at www.brennanandburch.com

Brennan & Burch.

“The Easy Rider Goons” featuring CHE, EJEK, VUES, ROGUE, JUST, DAZE & ESTM.

We’ve all found haven in its quiet Sundays, we’ve all written off Friday afternoons sitting outside in the sun, we’ve all had to pretend we were just
leaving when our boss came in, we’ve all met our mates there on a busy Saturday night, we’ve all pushed, shoved and elbowed our way to the last 

table, we’ve all recommended it to a friend, we’ve all been impressed at how good their coffee is, we’ve all sat curled under the homemade video of a 
burning fire and we’ve all shamelessly ordered the same burger and curly fries time and time again even though they’ve a varied and extensive menu. 
We’ve all had some great times in Bar 91. So, we thought it was only right to salute the Afro’d bust that stares over the ber and wish them a happy 14th 

birthday. Here’s to another 14!!!
Oh, yeah, and in case you’ve ever wondered, 91 is just the number of the building… see what they did there? Genius.

Bootsy was left by a group of guys who 
came for lunch one day from a gallery up 
the road. Turns out the tea leafing bunch 
didn’t have any money to pay and so left 

the sculpture as collateral, claiming they’d 
be back to settle up. 10 years later, and 

Bootsy’s still waiting.

91 is 14.

Photos Amando Ferrari



Tell me the ethos or idea behind Carlitos y Patricia.
Ideas, good ones, are needed everywhere, so we’ve created a company of 
ideas. That simple. We do love to create, launch, change and reinvent brands 
(that’s the reason we are enjoying so much starting our own branded company). 
Our idea of “brand” is wide opened: it can be a country, a hairdressing salon a 
cultural event or a single person.

And since we are an ever-changing company, every time and every project, we 
change and adapt to the moment. Tomorrow, Carlitos y Patricia will be different. 
Repetition is not attractive. Let’s change, invent and reinvent, starting with our 
own structure.

And even more important, we’ve started Carlitos y Patricia to have fun and 
to enjoy creating things and ideas with talent from anywhere in the world. 
Collaboration is funny and it’s smarter. HOLA world!

How did you know it was time to start up on your own? How come you didn’t 
join another big agency?
Before arriving in Barcelona, we spent 5 years moving around Europe to find 
“the perfect agency” to work in. We finally found it in *S,C,P,F... Barcelona. We 
stayed in that awesome, crazy agency for 7 years, and very soon it was obvious 
that this was the last stop before starting our “dream company” (ever since we 
met 14 years ago, we had always thought someday we would start our own 
project).
 
Somehow, to start “your thing” is like an orange on a tree... it stays there for 
weeks and one day, not very different from the previous ones, the fruit is mature 
enough so it says bye bye to the tree where it’s been happily getting orange.

Anyway, we were offered to join those big agencies, but instead of working 
really really hard for someone else’s company, we choose to do the same for 
ourselves :-) :-)

Did you start with any clients or do you have to win them all from scratch?
We love long term relationships, but we don’t like the client-provider relationship. 
We rather talk about partners. Collaboration is our method. For the last few 
months we’ve been doing projects with different brands and companies and 
we’d like to keep on working for them... that’s the idea. The wedding for good 
and for bad doesn't make sense to us.
 
Who would you love to do ideas for (what is the perfect client)?
The “perfect client” is one we are or we can become fans of. That’s the reason 
we loved to work for IKEA.

At the same time, we like to create “cult ideas for the masses” which is 
something not every client can afford. Masses are the field of a small bunch 
of world wide brands. But to name one, let’s say Virgin. A clever, cool, 
uncompromising, risky brand eager to do new things and challenging the market 
and the people to cross new boundaries. “Bravo, Sir Richard! You are invited to 
visit us anytime.”

At the same time, we do love challenges, and challenges can come from any 
type of brand or client or product or company. Challenge us!!!
 
What time do you start work?
As soon as our alarm clocks on our mobiles ring they open the door to ideas... 
nowadays, at least for us, the office is everywhere. No need for a desk, even 
when we have “La Casa”, a nice place to work with huge balconies to the centre 
of Barcelona. And we have to say that everyday the alarm sounds at a different 
time. 

Anyway, lately we’ve discovered the “breakfast with...” so we invite friends, 
collaborators and people we want to meet to have breakfast at “La Casa”, we 
hope to see you around very soon.

La Casa de Carlitos y Patricia first opened its huge balcony doors overlooking Barcelona last month (we’re not jealous, honest). It’s a brand new ad agency started by 
our good friends Carlitos Gonzalez and Patricia Lujan and from day one it’s set out to be a little different. It’s the kind of place you can imagine going back to a client 
after a week and telling them that instead of that press ad they had in mind their brand is instead going to sponsor the month of July or the smell of cut grass. Non 
adventurous brands need not apply.

The Golden Pig Project was their first spit in the face of all things conventional. Being both born in the Chinese year of the pig, and with the Spanish saying “del cerdo se 
aprovecha todo” (everything in a pig is useful) being one of their favorites they adopted the image of the porker as their own. They then invited all their creative mates to 
pitch in and create a piece of their ever changing identity. It’s bonkers and it’s brilliant.

We wanted to know their thoughts about the agency and what made them go it alone.

Postcard by Erik Kessels

Poster by Por Quatro

Poster by Twopoints.net

Stickers by Mariano Garcia

What do you think of the current state of advertising?
It’s the best ever moment in history for it. Exciting. Unknown. Unpredictable. 

Now it’s “trendy” to say “communication” or “360” or whatever the word is 
instead of advertising, but forget this thing, and think that never ever before in 
history has there been so many opportunities and media to communicate an 
idea.
 
Old media is still there: video didn’t kill the radio star, good TV spots are still 
rocking and we have the new media – mobile, internet and the ones we don’t 
ever know. If you ask this question to an advertising agency, maybe they are 
not that excited. Their business model is breaking from every side and they 
are trying to reinvent themselves without saying “no” to anything. It’s a very 
complicated task, but not impossible. As we say in Spain, agencies are trying to 
“ordeñar la vaca hasta el final” (to get the very last drop of milk from a cow).

We should add something else: everybody is obsessed with which media is The 
Media. They say “TV is dead”. Now the trend is “to be on the internet” no matter 
what that means. You have to be there and you have to “create experiences”... 
but there is a huge lack of IDEAS. Nowadays to have customers doing content 
for your brand is the “idea itself”, even when the content is pure shit.

So we are lucky, because sooner or later brands and companies will realize that 
they need ideas rather than executions on this or that media. That the media is 
the message is not absolutely true anymore. Media is just a tool. 

This issue is “Borne Global”, what do you think of communication and adverts in 
different countries? Japan, South Africa, Brazil, Sweden, Italy, Iceland, Wales, 
America, etc, etc, etc, who is the most creative??
Creatives are just as good everywhere. The differences are the audiences and 
social environments they work for and the language creatives have to use to 
reach their targets. But if we talk about tastes, we do love British ideas, artists 
and your irony. We do love even your English ;-) ;-) Since Europeans from 
everywhere have been living and learning in the old Britain (let’s say London, 
Dublin, Bristol or Glasgow), you can find great ideas everywhere.
 
On the other side, there are the Japanese. We love them because we don’t 
completely understand their ideas and they keep them intriguing enough to 
make us wonder.

Anyway, clients are not the same everywhere. The same brand in Spain can be 
absolutely different to the same in the States. This is due to client experience 
and again, to market and social differences. For the same reasons, creators 
have differences even when their talent is similar.

What are you hoping for Carlitos y Patricia? What would be the perfect situation 
for you in a year’s time?
To have two or three projects going on in collaboration with many different 
people everywhere, to have enough profit to do our own things, sponsoring 
other people’s ideas and to start one or two of the 73 projects we have in our 
notebooks. And more important, to have time to enjoy life with the few people we 
want to have in “the family”.
 
Is it scary having the final sign off on every idea?
Definitively not. The opposite. It’s great to make your own triumphs. And to make 
your own mistakes. You get smarter with every one.

Tell us something about yourselves that no one else knows. Share a secret 
with Borne!!!!
For the last 10 years we’ve been stealing things from our best friends for an 
upcoming project... we call it DON’T TRUST US but because it’s a secret project 
we can’t tell you more about it ;-) ;-)

Oink Oink!!!



Hoiming is cool. In fact, too cool. We’re worried that these bags are cooler than us. 
Feast your eyes on the perfect bespoke leather handbag and jacket in one. You 
know when you come across a really amazing leather jacket in a vintage shop and 
think it can’t get any better than this? Well it can. Now that amazing leather jacket has 
been seamlessly fused and hand crafted into a stylish bag. The result’s both slouchy 
yet sophisticated. Each made-to-order piece has its own personality with the original 
jacket dictating the shape and size of the bag.

The Hong Kong based label Hoiming was created by Hoiming Fung and Baldwin Pui. 
Fung originally worked as an art director but through the influence of her mother, an 
exceptional tailor, she turned her hand to hand-stitched leather work. Pui has worked 
in fashion his whole career building up an impressive collection of accolades and 
recently showing his collection at the Tokyo Design Week.

Take a look at their beautiful work at www.hoiming.net or alternatively, if you happen 
to be in Hong Kong, pop into Harvey Nichols or Cocktail where you can purchase 
from their ‘Recess’ collection.

Hoiming.
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If there’s one shop in Glasgow that should come with a warning on it, it’s Orro. Step into its sleek and stylish interior and you will not walk away empty handed, no 
matter what. You simply couldn’t forgive yourself if you did. Over the years the gallery has maintained a collection of the finest pieces of contemporary jewellery from 
around Europe and the display cabinets often feature exclusive work from eminent designers who look to do things a little differently. The gallery’s certainly stuck to 
its guns over the years and as such, it’s reputation is secure. It’s obvious that to the staff this is a passion, not just a day job and the wealth of knowledge on each de-
signer is impressive. Each piece has been hand picked and while you’ll always find a mix of local and international talent sitting side by side it’s quality that determines 
what luxuries secure their shelf space rather than geographical location. This is a global gallery of jewellery design right on our doorstep. 

www.orro.co.uk

“Just who is this new young Dandy?” we hear you ask. Well, Archie Eyebrows is a new 
range of men’s footwear by marital duo Liz and Terry de Havilland. The inspiration for this 
dapper collection came from the original Cuban heels made by Terry’s dad’s company 
in the 60s and 70s and with materials ranging from gold and silver leather to python skin 
it really shows. Couple this with a rather impressive 2.5 inch heel and you’ve certainly 
weeded out all but the most stylish of footwear fanatics. 

We’re loving the retro vibe - Austin Powers meets Noel Fielding with just a sprinkling of 
Ziggy Stardust thrown in for good measure. With names like Larry, Lenny and Charlie, 
these young cats should only be removed to slip under a leopard print silk sheet. 
Behave? I think not. 

For more info check out www.archieeyebrows.co.uk

I Archie Eyebrows

Pendant £807 rings £245 each both Till Baacke

Necklace Marianne Anderson £494Silver and crystal necklace £190 Pansy pendant 
necklace (as brooch) £203 both Brigitte Adolph

Set of gold rings £1,462 Erik Urbschat

orro
Photography & Art Direction Armando Ferrari
Styling Lindsay Lees



Not for all the tea in Kenya.

Such a vicious cycle, particularly for any country without 
precious oil, is likely to result in a weak economic environment, 
in which Chinese companies are unlikely to want to stay in the 
long-term. Does this mean that Chinese companies will up and 
leave as soon as they have taken all they care to from their 
African trading partners? Bears, shit and woods spring to mind. 
C’mon, we’ve seen it all before. The UK exploited industries in 
many of its colonies, notably India’s, in order to produce goods 
that the UK would ultimately sell back to the colonized country in 
which they were produced.

Africa’s increasing reliance on Chinese investment is not the be 
all and end all for some countries; some simply prefer Chinese 
money because it comes with no strings attached, unlike most 
Western loans. Ironically, Western ‘structural adjustment’ loans 
– intended to boost trade and financial liberalization on their 
recipients – have actually encouraged some African countries 
to get into bed with Chinese donors who care much less about 
human rights records and the like, and more about gaining an 
economic foothold on the African continent. This means that 
large amounts of “aid” money are freed up for oft-corrupt African 
governments, who can spend it as they like on enhancing their 
political interests, at home and abroad, rather than the economic 
or social interests of their people. That Robert Mugabe has 
recently initiated talks with China over a $2bn loan is likely to 
be a good example of this. And all China seeks in return from 
the Mugabes of the world seems to be political backup against 
increasing pressure on its human rights record from the West. A 
small price to pay for a leader who continues to drive Western 
investors from his country’s crumbling economy.  

The good news

Don’t worry, there is some. Chinese officials refer to their country 
as the biggest developing country in the world, highlighting its 
common interests with many African countries and promoting 
the win-win situation that can arise through Sino-African trade. 
Indeed, those who are more optimistic about China’s role in 
Africa’s future see China’s influence in Sudan to be crucial 
to the peacekeeping effort. China was recently credited with 
persuading Sudan’s government to accept a stronger UN 
peacekeeping force in Darfur. Whether or not this positive 
influence will last, and how long Chinese weapons will continue 
to fuel the conflict, remains to be seen. What is certain, though, 
is how significant these steps have been and that few other 
countries currently have the influence to achieve them.  

There are other African nations benefiting from a relationship 
with the Chinese. Who’d have thought just a few years ago that 
Kenya would be exporting much of its tea to China? Many of 
the cheap Chinese imports to Africa, too, are welcomed. For 
example, Senegal’s middle-class can now afford cars – a luxury 
most dreamed of just a few years ago. In fact, Senegal seems to 
be fully embracing its relationship with China, but with important 
caveats that ensure that growth and profits are shared between 
the two countries – a Chinese company is not allowed to start 
an infrastructural project unless it partners with a Senegalese 
company. It’s these kinds of partnerships that’ll go a long way 
to spreading technical skills and know-how to local companies, 
improving their efficiency and scope of potential work. So 
maybe it really just boils down to how proactive governments 
are at looking to protect their own people and economy.

The Financial Times quoted China’s ambassador to Pretoria, 

Zhong Jianhua, as saying, “Cheap Chinese clothes give 
confidence to the poor… Chinese goods are a great equalizer.” 
While this is not necessarily true for the Nigerian textile workers 
who have lost their livelihoods, affordable Chinese products 
have resulted in opportunities for entrepreneurial Africans, 
hawking counterfeit labels on the streets. While it’s hardly a 
glamorous job, it sure pays the bills.

The ugly news

Whether, in fact, Africa will be able to improve its living 
standards by piggybacking onto China’s inevitable growth 
remains to be seen. One thing’s for sure, though: it’s never 
simply a question of numbers; the intangible aspects of 
development are equally as important. Pollution levels from 
Chinese factories are off the scale; safety standards are often 
below-par as recent strikes by employees of a Chinese gold 
mining company in South Africa show; Zimbabwe and Sudan 
show us that those “liberalization conditions” attached to 
Western loans, while flawed, were in place for a reason – and 
corruption is endemic in many of China’s African trade partners.  

University students in the West can continue to debate whether 
globalization is “good” or “bad”  and clearly there are good 
and bad aspects, but at this point it just “is” and it’s time 
to think about how to deal with it. One thing seems certain: 
China is looking out for China, and is not concerned about the 
development of African or any other countries, and, to be fair, 
why should it? No other super power got to where it is by looking 
out for anyone but number 1. It’s up to African governments to 
think strategically and make sure they help themselves while 
hooking onto China’s growth if they’re to help Geoffrey and the 
millions like him across Africa.  

Geoffrey is your average 13 year-old Malawian kid. He goes to 
school every morning, farms his family’s small plot of land every 
evening and picks up his life-saving antiretroviral drugs every 
month. The four hour walk to the local HIV clinic has just become 
part of life. For his mother, widowed by HIV and on similar drugs 
herself, this clinic not only maintains the life of her eldest child, 
but her water-carrier, babysitter and farm-worker too, without 
whom she and Geoffrey’s younger sister would likely starve.

The drugs that Geoffrey and his family rely on were, until 
recently, provided by a Taiwanese-run volunteer program which 
operated out of a district hospital in Northern Malawi. Recently, 
however, the Taiwanese medics left, leaving behind an under-
staffed and under-resourced clinic struggling to stay afloat. 
What happened? Globalization happened, and an economic 
boom at the other side of the world.

China’s presence across much of Africa has soared in recent 
years and in January the government of Malawi ended a 41-
year diplomatic relationship with Taiwan, favouring a newly 
sparked relationship with mainland China and the promises of 
aid and investment that it brings. As a result, Taiwan – now only 
recognized diplomatically in four African countries – withdrew its 
spurned medical volunteers from Malawi, leaving Geoffrey and 
all those like him, well, fucked.  

Globalization effectively turns the world into one huge 
playground where you have your cool kids, your popular kids, 
your big kids and your poor little skinny kids who don’t really 
stand a chance. Become friends with the right ones and you 
may make it to lunch but if you’re friends with him, you can’t be 
friends with her, and if you’re not fiends with her then them over 
there won’t talk to you either. It’s tricky shit.

So, why would the government “upgrade” to a new relationship 
with China, at the expense of Malawians who need help from 
countries like Taiwan? Steven Spielberg won’t even work with 
the Chinese because of their human rights record and stance on 
Darfur, so why should Malawi? Well, China is on the up-and-up 
and is becoming increasingly reliant on Africa’s resources to 
fuel their astonishing economic growth. In fact, many believe 
that within a few years China will surpass the US and France 
to become Africa’s biggest trading partner. Given that China 
already imports around 30% of its oil from Africa, it seems 
inevitable that Africa will be the platform upon which China will 
continue to build its dominance on the world stage. So, is this 
simply a wave of neocolonialism, destined to leave Africa in 
economic no-man’s-land, or might China’s influence actually 
increase African long-term development? To tell you the truth, 
it’s too early to tell and there are reasons to believe both.  

The bad news

Much of what China gets from the deal is Africa’s scarce natural 
resources, which are fuelling China’s production of cheap goods 
for export. In fact, many of these exports like cheap consumer 
goods are bound for the very African countries that provided 
the energy to produce them in the first place. The vicious cycle 
is completed by the effect of these imports on local African 
industries; they’re priced out of the market due to a deadly 
combination of cheap labour and broad-based technical know-
how. In other words, some African countries are providing the 
very resources for their own downfall, they’re helping to make 
the cheap-ass products that are putting them out of work. It’s 
fucking Orwellian. While some jobs are created in the incumbent 
Chinese factories, these can be more than offset by the downfall 
of an entire local industry. Nigeria, for example, brings in a ton of 
cash from oil trade with China, but this has been at the expense 
of about 80% of their textile industry – hundreds of thousands of 
jobs – priced out of the market by imported Chinese textiles.

Sam, our intrepid explorer, has only gone and got all serious on us with some 
‘big’ issues. We mentioned that we were launching our website, going global, and 
the next thing we know we’ve a rather grown up piece about globalisation and its 
effects sitting on our desk. I always thought globalisation meant a Starbucks on 
every corner… turns out, it’s a little more complex than that.

Words Sam Mayer Illustration Carrie Cat
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When you first see Fran Pollock’s work with its slick and tailored finish you expect it to be exclusive, probably 
made to order and make a serious dent in your pay packet. When, in fact, you can get your hands on one of 
her bold one-off creations from anything bewteen £55 and £185. Inspiration’s come from many things
including princesses and even Black Beauty but this particualr collection sees rock-chick infuences from 
Debbie Harry and Lou Doillon and it shows. She teams bits of vintage white lace with black leather and soft 
drapery with futuristic shapes. The overall look is classic and femine with a tough girl edge. 

What appeals most is that it’s both dress up and dress down at the same time. The stark shapes and
monochrome pallet look polished without looking ‘try-hardy’ at all.

Fran would love to one day see Feist or the keyboard player from The Young Pony club wearing her work and 
future plans for the label include embellishment, hand drawn prints, lots of hair and Margaret Thatcher (!), we 
can’t wait. 
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Kiss your life goodbye.

Quit your job, tell your friends you 
never really liked them, turn off the 
mobile and lock the door. GTA IV is 
coming.

Back when I was, I don’t know, 15 or 
16 my mate and I used to do the walk 
to and back from school four bloody 
times a day. Now there’s only so 
many ways you can amuse yourself 
on a walk to school. There’s not that 
much news to share. Anyway, one 
day we started to muse what it’d be 
like if we woke up one morning into 
a strange last-two-people-on-earth/
Groundhog Day scenario – no, 
nothing homosexual, people, quite 
the opposite actually, as it always 
involved stealing fast cars and guns 
and tearing up the city. If one of us 
would cop it, the other’d either drive 
about a bit bored until the end of the 
day or just go kamikaze so that the 
day’d start all over again. We were 
wholesome chaps, really. Well, little 
did we know that at the very same 
time over in Dundee, David Jones 
et al were busy making this fantasy 
a digital reality. I think it’s safe to 
say that with Grand Theft Auto they 
created the perfect computer  game. 
The series has evolved from a simple

Micro Machines-esqe top down effort 
to a massive 3D world and thankfully 
the freedom, OTT violence and 
humour has remained all the way. The 
29th of April finally sees the release 
of GTA IV and this time you enter Vice 
City straight off the boat from a non-
specific eastern European country 
(read Russia/Slovakia/Serbia) in 
search of the American dream. Early 
reports confirm that Rockstar have 
done it again and simply improved 
on the vastness and looks of the 
near unbeatable San Andreas and I 
think both Sony and Microsoft will be 
rubbing their hands as sales of their 
consoles explode in conjunction with 
the release. Global productivity will 
most likely take a dip for a couple of 
months as we all become Niko Bellic, 
listen to Vladivostok FM and do more 
collateral damage than any single 
human being in history. Every little 
kid’s dream.

Pre-order at www.rockstargames.
com/IV

Electronic Poet only launched a 
couple of months ago so if you 
dig their soft quilted, padded 
and patterned hoodies then 
now’s the time to get in and be 
the first to be seen sporting the 
brand.
Created by designer Asim 
Khan and club promoter Steve 
Banks there’s to be a strong 
collaboration with all things 
fashion and music. 
Prices range from £35 for tees, 
up to £150 for a quilted zip 
hoody jacket.

It’s true. We don’t care who you are. We don’t care where you’re from, 
where you studied, who you know, who you don’t know or how long 
you’ve been doing what you’re doing.

All we care about is how amazing your ideas are.

Original ideas, twisted ideas, edgy ideas. Work that pushes 
boundaries, fuck it, work that kicks them down and stands there in the 
mess demanding attention. We like being shocked, pleased, amused, 
amazed. Make us pissed off that we’d not thought of it first. That’s all 
it takes to be a part of Borne. Borne is a platform and a platform is 
nothing without creative people and we know there are a huge amount 
of you out there who want to show others what you can do. So, do 
it. Don’t ask, just do it. Go do a shoot, go write an article, go make a 
sculpture, go make anything, paint something, sing something, design 
something or break something. Whether you’re a seasoned veteran 
or you’ve never put pen to paper or picked up a camera in your life, if 
you’re shit hot, we care.

Shit hot submissions can be sent to info@bornemagazine.com

Poetry 
in Motion

Borne doesn’t care 
about you.



The Security Guard.

By Mark Seager.
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“Directly beneath were the cages where they used to house the animals, they 
weren’t very effective though and there are the stories of a bear escaping from 
the building and running amok in the Trongate”.

Judith Bowers is the historian, the reformer and the caretaker of the Panopticon 
in Glasgow’s Trongate. While its status as a linchpin in the city’s social history 
is camouflaged with a contemporary amusements and bingo hall its character 
captures the imagination.

“When I found it; it was being used as a leather showroom. I don’t think they knew 
what they had. It was a couple of guys so I just batted my eyelids and here we 
are!” Of course the story is much more complex than that, laid out in her book: 
Stan Laurel and Other Stars of the Panopticon: The Story of the Britannia Music 
Hall. “My partner describes the first two chapters as something out of the Da Vinci 
Code,” she chuckles. And she’s not far wrong. Without spoiling the tale; its twists 
take in the crumbling plasterboard, legal wrangles and conspiracy theories that 
give the music hall some of its intrigue.

Today the interior oozes the creepy sexiness that burlesque troops can only 
dream of. Like a living ghost or a disjointed hallucination. Part museum, part 
working theatre and a full time restoration project. “Of course we get requests all 
the time to use the space, but we can’t accommodate everyone. The structure 
is sound, but any amplification could damage the exterior. Watch this…” she 
disappears behind a curtain to the side of the proscenium arch. Dramatic music 
dominates the entire room, but comes from tiny speakers set on either side of the 
stage. The building’s incredible architecture pushes the sound through the room, 
much as it carried the voices of the past performers who took to the stage.

Beginning life around 1857 as the Britannia Hall, the building gained a reputation 
with both public and performers. It operated as a source of entertainment for the 
poor working class of Glasgow through the Victorian era. Initially it was a site of 
temperance, and strong liquor was forbidden indoors. Indeed women were only 
permitted if escorted by a gentleman. 

However, as time progressed the building changed hands, alcohol became 
available and the hall became a solid fixture on the circuit of touring performers. 
Many would work a number of gigs a day in different parts of the city for a small 
fee, performing anything from popular songs or short pieces of musical theatre 
through to juggling and acrobatics. The acts would often be seen in a line outside 
awaiting their call to perform, far from being the fifteen minutes we call fame 
today, many were talented and professional performers, Stan Laurel made his 
debut here, as did Harry Lauder and even Archie Leech, who would go on to 
become Cary Grant. 

More adventurous performers were often the highlight and acts such as the Royal 
Aquatic Hippodrome of Dogs and Monkeys drew in large crowds (as it would). 
Travelling penny operas were popular and it is from one such performance that 
the Glasgow gang, The Tongs, drew their name. A short piece on the Chinese 
Boxer rebellion of the late 1800s featured a dramatised fight between two rival 
Chinese clans. In the audience were the local angry young men, who took the 
story to the street and Glasgow’s official battle cry of “Tongs Ya Bass” was born. 
Evidence was recently unearthed in the balcony where a carving, and perhaps 
the oldest form, of the gangland scrawl was discovered. Oh, and “Bass” is 
derived from a Gaelic battle cry, rather than an abbreviated form of “Bastard”. So, 
now you know.

As technology progressed and Glasgow grew to be the home of cinema the 
venue changed tact and began to show moving pictures in 1896. Its popularity 
blossomed and in 1906 the Britannia was purchased by Albert Ernest Pickard 
and its name changed to the Panopticon. 

As a brilliant eccentric, Pickard brought exciting new acts to the city, including 
freak shows of midgets and bearded ladies, wax works and a zoo. He continued 
the traditional music hall acts and encouraged the cinema with its re-introduction 
in 1926. 

Pickard was know to sit in the balcony and throw nails at offensive patrons and 
often used a long pole with a hook on the end to drag off bad acts. It has been 
said that, though embarrassing, the hook prevented many performers from more 
serious injury at the hands of the audience.

Pickard’s Noah’s Ark, as his animal menagerie was called, was one of many inner 
city zoos in Glasgow. They were a popular attraction at the turn of the century and 
their influence remains in key parts of the city. Around the same time the ABC on 
Sauchiehall street was know as Hengler’s Circus and the animal cages are said 
to still exist in the basement. Its proximity to Glasgow School of Art also led to an 
interlinking tunnel between the two, allowing the students to draw the animals in 
captivity. 

In 1938 Pickard sold the building to the tailors Weaver and Weaver who boarded 
up the interior and began to use it as showroom. In a way, this preserved the 
original state of the building, giving its new visitors a very real look into the past. 
The proscenium arch is intact, the structure is safe and the stage remains.

Funding from Historic Scotland along with generous donations and sales from the 
newly opened Panopticon shop on High Street mean that renovation works can 
continue. At present a regular schedule of appropriate acts play the theatre and 
Judith presents talks on the music hall to local Universities, Colleges and groups. 

“You have to believe in ghosts” smiles Judith. “They just… make things happen!”
 
For more information on the restoration visit www.glasgowmerchantcity.net/
britanniapanopticontrust.htm or pick up a copy of Judith’s Stan Laurel and Other 
Stars of the Panopticon: The Story of the Britannia Music Hall

Many thanks to Judith for showing us around the beautiful theatre.

We’ve walked past those amusements on Argyle Street 
countless times and always wondered why the hell there 
were really old posters promoting the “Amazing Spider 
Woman” and other assorted oddities from a bygone age... 
Thankfully Graeme Park found out more.

Panopticon, ya bas.
Words Graeme Park Photos Euan Adamson



So many people find themselves, Lifesize mixed media sculpture, 2008

Little Whitehead scare us.
And we like it.

We first saw the work of Little Whitehead at the Glasgow School of Art graduate 
exhibition last year. One of the pieces was a group of lifesize figures huddled in 
a corner of the room with their backs to us, bit like the ending of the Blair Witch. 
You could see that no one at the exhibition wanted to get too close, your rational 
side was telling you they couldn’t be real but they looked so life-like that there 
was always that doubt. Everyone seemed to be keeping a safe distance, just in 
case... There’s something about these figures that seem to spark a base fear.
In their underground studio we met the pair behind the sculptures and told them 
how freaky we found their work and it was met with a satisfied smile from the two. 
You’re meant to be afraid. Very afraid.

Their inspiration actually comes from the media we consume every day, “Old 
movies, tabloid newspapers, found photographs, cartoons and television news 
reports… Our work focuses on the darker side of human nature: violence, 
revenge, betrayal and desire. Such events are so readily consumed as dramatic 
narratives in movies and sensationalist reports in newspapers”, and it’s when 
something is stripped of its surroundings and suddenly placed, life size, in front 
of us that it takes on a whole new meaning and life of its own. 

“We’re quite disillusioned with a lot of fine art abstraction that only manages 
to involve or speak to the select few who managed to read the accompanying 
thesis”, says Blake Whitehead. With their work we can all see that that’s a frikken 
freaky looking dude with a bag of severed hands, that that’s a dead guy on 
an organ and that’s why it demands that you make your own explanation and 
conclusions as to what the hell is going on in this odd scene. In trying to figure 

out what’s been removed from the scene our mind races and, no doubt, thinks 
the worst.

Dressed in creased grey or brown suits that don’t belong to any particular era 
and scuffed black shoes the figures all have a certain weight to them that really 
brings them to life. These aren’t lifeless mannequins; they’re men with a bit of 
gut, thick thighs and bad breath and the poses of the ones that are ‘living’ have a 
certain confident arrogance that makes you feel that little more uneasy.

The actual process is self taught and their Frankenstein-esque of a studio is 
littered with various pieces of ‘human’ as they experiment with wax, plaster and 
moulds to create the best effect. With a string of exhibitions lined up for 2008, 
the pair are working hard to complete a whole new body of work, even though 
Blake’s time is currently being sucked up with an obsession with Tetris. The 
whole point of their work is having it in front of you in all its physical glory so we 
recommend you get yourself to one of the following exhibitions in the coming 
year: 

Project Slogan, Aberdeen, June 2008; Studio Warehouse, Glasgow, September 
2008; Studio Two at the GVR, Edinburgh, October 2008, Bloc, Sheffield, Winter 
2008/2009

Nightmares included at no extra charge.

www.littlewhitehead.com



Yet the meanings of their conversations remain totally obscure, Lifesize mixed media sculpture, 2008

It all depends upon one’s fantasies as a child, Lifesize mixed media sculpture, 2007

Most mellifluous of human melodist, Lifesize mixed media sculpture, 2008
The organ bellows out the monotonous tone generated by the keys pressed in by the dead man’s head. You know, just to make it extra fucking scary.
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From the 11th of April ‘til the 27th, come within 50 miles of 
Glasgow and you’ll know the Gi festival’s on. With over 40 
exhibits featuring a bunch of international contemporary 
artists descending on the city and with venues throughout the 
city hosting something special within the two week span, it’s 
gonna be exactly what a festival should be - all consuming.

But let’s say you’ve read the impressive line up, you’ve 
circled the stuff you don’t want to miss and you’ve popped 
along to the CCA to get a little more info and swot up on that 
obscure audio/visual time based installation that tickles your 
fancy, what about when you just want to grab a beer? This 
is Glasgow, people, you know we’ve got it covered. If the 
CCA is the informational hub of the festival then The Local 
(a bespoke bar created in the SWG3 Studio Warehouse) is 
the social one. 

The line up that the Warehouse has planed is impressive 
and varied and the space is being transformed into a “bar/
club/snug/living room/gallery than just a plain old boring 
white space”. Artist Sandy Smith will be doing his thing and 
creating a bespoke DJ booth and wall of pulsating light 
boxes; the bar will come courtesy of artist and designer Steff 
Norwood; Jim Lambie’s high-gloss candy tables will make 
an appearance in the snug and let’s not forget the disco ball 
projection by Welsh artist Cerith Wyn Evans.

Sip your beer, sit back on a work of art and just soak it all up 
while waiting for the music to begin, for the venue also has 
a sweet line-up of bands, DJs and nights for the fortnight. 
Everything from the Isosceles’ single release to the 1990s to 
the Nu-Disco tunes of Italian DJ Fabrizio.

Art’s never sounded this good.

www.swg3.tv
www.glasgowinternational.org

High Wire by Catherine Yass

The
G.I.

“Why the fuck has there been a helicopter hovering outside my flat for the last four 
hours, how much longer can it stay out there? I didn’t know they were powered by 
fucking plutonium cells. I’m really starting to freak out a la Ray Liotta in Goodfellas. 
All I need to do is stir some Ragu and I’m there in the fucking film.

There’s nothing worse than the cold sweats. My skin feels like I’m kicking a skag 
habit, my eyes and ears are burning and I can’t catch my breath. This is fucked. 
I’m fucking losing it. Does erasing your internet history really work? Surely that only 
works to hide late night porn wanks from loved ones. They’ll have some way of 
finding out what sites I’ve been accessing, surely. Come on, they can pinpoint and 
follow a fucking ant from space. They must have it all on a massive underground 
database stretching for miles. Come on, think. Think……. I need to erase this. I 
need to get rid of this hard disk.”

Above is an excerpt from a diary entry I wrote. Let me start off firstly by explaining 
I haven’t actually broke the law. I’m not learning how to cook my own acid or how 
to blow up phone boxes and steal two bob bits, nor have I been accessing any 
illegal porn. In my search for “on the brew entertainment”, for the last month I have 
been chained to my computer baw deep in conspiracy theories (not talking ‘bout 
the 1997 Mel Gibson film, although a good film, go check it). 

To trace back to where my interest first began is pretty difficult as it’s like trying to 
piece together a jigsaw puzzle or something. I wasn’t purposely “looking for the 
truth” or anything of its kind. A friend sent me a link to the Zeitgeist movie. It offers 
a critical perspective and different understanding of what your religion actually is 
and inspires a thought that often things aren’t quite what they seem. I was raised 
Roman Catholic, I would say I’ve been Atheist for some time now. But to someone 
with strong beliefs, being offered the information contained in the film I would think 
would be pretty offensive. To blow apart your whole belief system so to speak. 
It’s a dangerous thing. But I’m not writing a fucking review. In being offered such 
information, being a logical and rational person I searched for an anti-thesis or a 
response to it, to consider both options and take from it what I believe.

When I was out in Canada about a year ago I met an ex-pat from Scotland; normal 
looking and thoroughly decent, likes to dress up as William Wallace sometimes. 
Nothing too alarming. He tells me for the last 10 years he goes out in the morning 
to his job as a postie and comes home and spends the next six or seven hours 
scrawling websites and reading conspiracy blogs. His enthusiasm and excitement 
is pretty intense when we get onto subjects such as Skull and Bones, the Illuminati, 
Bohemian Grove, and that if anyone ever tries to put a microchip in me then I have 
to kill myself. Kill myself? “Yeah, don’t even think about it just kill yourself”. He owns 
his own house but chooses to sleep in his shed even when it’s minus 15C as it’s 
“untapped”. This is where I’m headed. This is what I have become! 

So, what you see is the start of a snowball or a huge domino effect which I can’t 
get the fuck out of. It is important not to believe everything you read, such as 
dinosauroid-like alien reptiles are dominating the world (David Seaman has been 
pointed out as one), that Nazis had a base on the moon and made contact with 

these alien reptiles or that KFC chicken is laced with a drug that makes only black 
males impotent. And… hey, did you ever hear that it was the author Stephen King 
who actually shot John Lennon? Eh? Yeah, sure it was, go Google it. And he nearly 
got Bruce Springsteen as well. But if you look hard enough and read through a lot 
of horrendous shit that you can only hope isn’t true you’ll read some pretty fucked 
up things about The New World Order, 9/11, Waco, C.I.A., Ronald Regan, AIDS, 
Walt Disney, the Drug War and how big daddy Bush is one of the biggest cocaine 
shippers in the world, Nuclear Weapons hoax, Cold War, Federal Reserve, Zionists, 
Jesuits, Catholics, Jonestown, Pearl Harbour, The Third Reich, Fluoridation of the 
water system, Darwin, Hemp as an oil substitute, Tesla, Bilderberg, The U.N., 
Rockerfeller and of course David Seaman’s shape-shifting. 

I really don’t think there would be any point in going into any detail of any of the 
above; you all have access to it yourself. I don’t want to be responsible for changing 
your whole concept of history as you know it for I would then be your King and you 
would worship me as your truth giver or the one who set you free. Instead I’m going 
to let you do some further reading for yourself:

www.infowars.com (the first site I got into, bare in mind other sites expose Alex 
Jones as a Jesuit Temporal Coadjutor/C.I.A)
www.arcticbeacon.com 
http://www.vaticanassassins.org/
http://www.cloakanddagger.de/ 
http://www.carpenoctem.tv/cons/
www.youtube.com (search for any of the stuff you come across and you’ll get a 
neat little video for your illiterate mind) 

What I do have to warn you about though is the increasing sense of paranoia I 
have developed and that you will start to question a lot of the information or de-
information offered to you through the media. Even the simplest of things such as 
Britney Spears’ recent breakdown. I’m pretty sure she was a mind controlled slave 
used to desensitize and encourage children towards underage sex (look at the 
video for One More Time for fuck’s sake), but now her mind has just folded in on 
itself due to the abuse of said mind control and she has flipped. 

So, last week I pulled the hard drive out of my computer and sat and stared at 
this incriminating piece of evidence. Surely somewhere on there is a list of all the 
websites I have visited over the last month. All the information I was never to know 
that was purposely held back by government and intelligence agencies is on there 
somewhere.  What the fuck will I do with it? I considered putting it in my bath and 
covering it in lighter fluid and setting it alight then realized my bath is plastic. Don’t 
think my landlord would be too happy. So instead I called my friend George (only 
one with a car) who I haven’t called for, like, three months and told him to come 
pick me up “right fucking now”. Gave him no more information and I could hear his 
worried little voice beg to know more as I slammed the phone down. Mopping my 
brow I checked outside and the helicopter was gone. When George turned up I got 
into his car with the hard drive wrapped in a black bag and a shovel “Up the back 
roads” I exclaimed. The sheer horror in his face from his initial thoughts that I was 
disposing of body parts – maybe I had a severed hand in the bag. As we drove 
away I think I saw a tear of fear trickle down his face. I explained the situation and 
he fucking laughed! Cuffed him on the ear with the shovel; that stopped him. So 
we park in a lay-by out in the middle of nowhere and start to dig a hole in a field 
next to some dung. Just as I drop the black bag into the four foot hole a car comes 
cruising by at three mph. Bare in mind it’s pitch black, the middle of nowhere, I’m 
shovelling in a field. “It’s the fucking Feds, or MI5 or the pope himself”. We run 
back into George’s car and first thing that enters my mind is to grab him, kiss him 
and make it look like we are just two gays out fucking in a car. I’ve watched too 
many Hollywood films. If I thought George had horror in his eyes earlier... The car 
drives up beside us and rolls its windows down, we turn to look and it’s a real gay, 
“Room for one more?” George freaks and pedal to the metal we are out of there. 

On the way home, though, I catch out of the corner of my eye him looking at 
me and smiling. I’ve turned my best friend gay with an addiction to conspiracy 
theories. What have I become?

Quit your job and
believe David Seamen is
an Alien Reptile.
Words Luther Blissett



“My favourite film to style has been ‘Do the Business’. It’s set in the 1950s and 
the women are wearing the long slips from that period. You never see that in 
porn films but I think they’re so sexy and I think women watching the film would 
like to see that kind of style. I personally enjoy the medical themed films too but 
we just use genuine scrubs for them, nothing too fancy otherwise it wouldn’t 
have the reality in it I like.”

Before setting up Easy on the Eye productions in 1998, Span worked for 
Television X after studying fine art and film at Central St Martin’s College in 
London. She later gained an MA in philosophy at Birkbeck University and 
decided it was time to branch out on her own. Trawling warehouses and 
bargain basements to find costumes from the right era and background as her 
characters, she embarked on the risky journey of making a new type of porn.

However, not everyone was delighted her ambition involved ‘finger-fucking’ and 
fellatio. She says: “My mum didn’t like it at all. When I told my parents it was 
like coming out – ‘Mum, Dad, I’m a porn director.’ Boyfriends can be difficult as 
well, you always have to suspect the porn thing isn’t the reason they’re going 
out with you.”

Initial reactions aside, Span’s career has ascended through her choice to 
take inspiration from contemporary issues rather than making films to fit the 
traditional mould. Despite being in the age of ASBOs and mass unemployment, 
the director found sexiness on the streets and managed to make the Tories 
cringe with estate-set film ‘Hug a Hoody’. 

An orgy of tracksuit wearing rudeboys and various strangers, the film sees the 
working and middle classes get together for a bit of dirt. It is also probably the 
first time anyone on screen has ever been seductive wearing a red baseball 
cap, tipped slightly to the side.

Span says: “We sent (David) Cameron a copy and a week later he denied 
having ever said the hug a hoody thing. I don’t know if those two things are 
related or just a coincidence. I like to move with the times and that’s where Hug 
a Hoody came from. I was living in an estate in Southwark (South London) and 
used to see hoodies riding past on their bikes. 

“They were about 18 or 20-years-old and really quite fit and when I spoke to 
other women and men about it they said they had a bit of a secret crush on 
these guys too. I just got the clothes for that from Primark because they looked 
the most authentic for the way I wanted the film to be.”

Despite having started more than a decade ago, Span is still considered to be 
a pioneer when it comes to making stylish porn. There are waves of alternative 

and Goth-style films being made in America but in the UK she is still in the 
minority, choosing glamour over gimp-masks. 

However, in her next project she is taking on the cinema-going general public 
with a full-length feature. A film in the style of Michael Winterbottom’s 9 Songs, 
except ‘not shit’. 

She says: “I’m writing a film that has sex but is not porn. I suppose it would be 
comparable to 9 Songs but it will be good. The best thing about that film was 
the music. If I see one more film with people taking coke in it I might scream. 
It’s just so predictable. I actually met with Winterbottom to help cast that film but 
he didn’t like any of my porn stars.”

With that, we bid farewell and wish each other luck. Standing outside her 
office in the sunshine, it’s hard not to admire Span’s ability to do things on 
her own terms. While the rest of the porn industry works away in mucky Soho, 
she spends her days dreaming up new positions in a converted bakery in 
the countryside. Although it would be easier to use Halloween-style nurses’ 
uniforms, she chooses ER-esque scrubs. 

Sex and style are both a bit of a turn-on so it makes sense to combine the two 
industries, revolutionising one while you’re at it. Relatively, it may be early days, 
but Winterbottom better watch his back.

Films by Anna Span can be purchased at Ann Summers nationwide.

A well-groomed blonde perches beside a plush fountain in front of a sprawling 
stately home. Wearing a tailored black jacket, knee-locking pencil skirt and 
crisp white shirt, she stares wistfully into the distance. Surrounded by the 
English countryside, the scene would look completely natural in a BBC Sunday 
night period drama.

A black hat sits jauntily over her smooth, flaxen hair and as a viewer you wonder 
when a 1950s gent is going to kindly sweep her off her feet. When she’s lying, 
legs akimbo instructing an Oxbridge stereotype to ‘finger-fuck’ her five minutes 
later, it’s a bit of a surprise. But hey, at least she wasn’t wearing nylon.

This is world of porn a la Anna Span. The UK’s first female porn director, the 
36-year-old has made approximately 120 erotic films and won a clutch of 
accolades for making sexual voyeurism stylish. Shunning the expected PVC 
approach, Span makes films that combine realism with fantasy and vintage 
finds with Primark bargains. 

When the stars from the ‘Do the Business’, the period porn film described 
above, get their kit off it’s exquisite embroidered suits and be-frilled shirts being 
thrown to the ceiling. As they get down to the nitty-gritty, vintage slips, bodices 
and stockings are revealed. It’s porn alright, but style replaces seediness. 

Sitting in the headquarters of her production company in leafy Tunbridge Wells, 
Span’s sartorial interest is evident in her own appearance. Wearing fifties-style 
glasses and her hair sleeked back with a quiff, she looks nothing like a Boogie 
Nights sleaze merchant.

She says: “I always wanted to do something experimental with film and porn 
is very underdeveloped as a genre. Although there aren’t that many women I 
didn’t find it that difficult, being a female in the industry. I’m quite determined. 
I’m a feminist, I like film and I like sex.”

Span started making films with the intention of engaging women as much as 
men. There is approximately ten minutes of dialogue and sexy scene-setting 
before anyone gets their (Agent Provocateur) knickers off. Now, no-one’s saying 
she’s Ang Lee with a naughty streak but a basic storyline is more appealing 
than an opening and single line of, “Is that your hose?”

She says: “The characters in my films aren’t faceless people and I think giving 
the stars some character makes it less gritty and more appealing to women. 
I’m trying to be as real as possible and it follows to get real clothes for the 
characters. We get genuine police uniforms without the badges, it’s the same 
stuff they wear in The Bill.

When Sara suggested she write us a piece on 
Anna Span,  the UK’s first female porn director, 
we said yes. Funny that.

Anna knows what 
women want.
Words Sara McCorquodale
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How to survive an
international flight.

If you did bag that 1p flight then you’ll now be met with a roar and 
cheer from the group of Manchunians filling up the 5 rows in front with 

their stag do t-shirts and cropped trousers. Enjoy Malaga.

1 Booking.

7 Wankers with pillows & eye masks. 

8 Landing.

2 Packing.

3 Check in. 

4 Food. 

It goes without saying that you’re best to ignore all of that safety
shite, let’s face it people, the plane goes down, we all go down. The “brace, brace” position i.e. stuffing your head into your own crotch, isn’t gonna help. Nor would 
stuffing it into anyone else’s for that matter. Now, after the obligatory 2 minutes spent pondering just how something so heavy and made of metal can actually leave the 
ground boredom will set in so it’s best to keep yourself amused. Girls, this means you get to buy as many magazines as you can carry and swot up on which celebs’ 
beach bods are hot and whose are not (yours aren’t I’m afraid). Guys, you get the in-flight movie – only one headphone will work and some guy with a big head and 
rolls of neck fat will be obscuring half your screen, but, hey, it’s a free fucking movie! Oh yeah, it’s probably Curly Sue, but, hey, it’s a free fucking movie!! If you were 
one of the unlucky ones to book a six hour flight with a budget airline then you, my friend, have only tubs of ‘sour cream & onion’ Pringles for entertainment.

5 Duty free.  

6 The Flight.  

  If you do decide to trade sanity for a good deal and choose a budget airline, 
you’ll have to fit 2 weeks’ worth of luggage into a bag the size of a small coin 

purse so you can just do ‘hand luggage’ and avoid paying the extra tenner 
for a proper suitcase. Stop being a tight ass and just fork up.

New holiday clothes follow a strict set of rules alien to normal taste and good sense. i.e. stark white, acid bright or 
pastel shades (this ensures the glare is multiplied in the sun and adds to the appearance of ‘tourist’, bringing up that 
lobster red sunburn nicely.) Fabrics must be
highly flammable or beige linen and trousers inexplicably have to stop just after the knee, teamed with trainers and 
no socks. If you’re the last minute packer who randomly fills an ancient rucksack then prepare to spend the whole trip 
pissing people off by borrowing their stuff or trying to track down a local
shop selling bikinis/shots/flipflops but coming away with a
giant inflatable crocodile instead.

Chant a mantra of passport, tickets, passport tickets, passport tickets all the way to the check-in desk to ensure you don’t forget them. Checking your 
bag/inside pocket eleven hundred times should help too, but isn’t guaranteed. Avoid those already sporting their holiday clothes making them look 

like those neds you see on holiday… oh, wait, they are those neds you see on
holiday. If you find yourself in the same queue, you’re either heading to Greece or Tenerife and now’s the time to go and see if there are any free 

seats on any other flights. One way to Malawi? Take it. When answering the questions at the desk about sharp objects and packing your bags 
yourself your face will make an odd expression and your voice will raise an octave. You will be treated like the criminal that you are becase she 

knows about those cheese slices you stole four years ago.

You’ve already eaten breakfast before you left the house but you’re going a long way and some kind of airline famine may strike 
leaving you with no food for four whole hours so it’s best to fill up now. You’re on holiday so go all out and have that airport fry up 
and a Danish or, better still, a bacon double cheeseburger,
fries and a beer or, better still, several double vodkas. They say, “It’s only 7.30am”, you say, “I’m on holiday”. Note: You will say 
this a lot over the coming days to justify all sorts of behaviour.

Here you find yourself wandering slack jawed eyeing up things you’d never in a mil-
lion years in the real world. Hmm, a tartan box of shortbread just £50. However, it is 

useful for stocking up on all that booze you really need to buy
because what if they don’t have rum in Spain? Best buy two bottles… and some 

whisky. Oh, and that two-for-one on gin and a family size box of Maltesers.

Don’t you just hate them?
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Suburban
 summer

Photography Chris Kern

Purple striped cardi Vans $48 Mandarin bikini top $38



Nude top Anja Flint $99 Bathing suit Volcom $92 Shoes Vans $45 Hoodie Volcom $54 Black top  Anja Flint $99



Yellow dress Jay Godfrey $460 Bikini top Volcom $40 Bathing suit as before



White printed vest $22, Shorts $38 both Volcom Blue vest Janet $178 Dress & bikini as before, Shoes Vans $40



Hoodie & black top as before

Photography Christopher Kern for Haus of Ugoff Photography
Stylist Leilani Lacson
Hair Mitzi Gip
Make-up Ana Cruzalegui
Model Karina @ Ford LA
Photographer’s assistants Naoto Hayasaka & Brian Kucera



Anni’s gonna beat your face...
Just because it still feels like a winter’s day with rain that’s about as consistent as finding most Midwest American women 
still wear hair scrunchies, doesn’t mean we can’t prepare ourselves for possible seldom days of spring right?! Here are some 
fantastic products to help put us in the mood for the hopeful days of sunshine and dry trainers.

1

3

5

4

2

6
Men, treat yourselves to the light and fresh fragrance of Eternity Summer by 
Calvin Klein with scents of Juicy Kumquat, Spicy Cardamom, and Juniper Berry. 
Yum. Ladies, enjoy a mix of Crushed Basil, Hydroponic Midnight Blooming 
Jasmine, and Ginger Root.
Eternity Summer for Men and Women
100 ml £29.50
Available at Debenhams Argyle Street, Glasgow

There may not be much sun these days but at least we can fake it. For natural 
looking colour results try Lancaster’s Gradual Hydrating Bronze lotion and Fast 
Dry Bronze Water Spray. Brand new textures, totally revised formula and a 
gorgeous fragrance for an all year round tan, get on board.
Lancaster Gradual Hydrating Bronze Lotion SPF 6, 125 ml £16
Fast Dry Bronze Water Spray, 150 ml £16
www.lancaster-beauty.com

If you need a quick pick me up and the convenience of not having to disarm 
your entire makeup bag whilst on public transport try these new Blush, Eye, and 
Bronze Minerals from L’Oreal. With its easy container and attached brush, add a 
touch of colour with ease. 
L’Oreal Blush and Eye Colour Minerals £7.99
Glam Bronze Minerals £13.99
Available at Boots and Superdrug

Pear, Basil, and Grapefruit are some of the new summer scents from designer 
Marc Jacobs this spring. Tempt your senses with these delicious sorbet scented 
splashes.
Marc Jacobs Splash Sorbets
300 ml £39

www.marcjacobs.com

Zoya makes some of the best nail lacquers out there and this latest spring 
collection is no exception. Miley (sheer lilac); Laurie (sheer candy pink); Lulu 
(sheer peach); Felicity (shimmering golden rose); Penelope (copper rose cream) 
and Zanna (tea rose cream). Zoya has been introduced as the perfect neutral foil 
to this summer’s bright and brash looks.
Zoya Professional Lacquer - £8.95
www.zoyapolish.co.uk   

Add a bit of sunny seductiveness with the latest fragrance from Miss Sixty called 
what else but “Summer”... I do believe this is an ongoing theme. Raspberry, 
Exotic Guava, and Vibrant Cedar Wood help to make up this heavenly scent.
Miss Sixty Summer, 30 ml £24.95
Available at Miss Sixty Buchanan Street, Glasgow

I get around…
“Nobody walks in L.A”, well if you charge by the hour you might do. After 
my much extended stint in glamorous Los Angeles I have finally returned to 
Glasgow. Well rested, more bronzed, and with an itch for a drive thru Starbucks... 
I had the pleasure of collaborating with photographer Christopher Kern who 
came all the way down from San Francisco to shoot in the exciting Orange 
County suburbs. A big thank you as well to amazing stylist Vanessa Geldbach 
and Hairdresser William Williams. Who knew driving four hours to shoot in the 
scorching Salton Sea desert would be that fabulous? Palm Springs?! Good times. 
X

By Ana Cruzalegui
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Gori de Palma is to clothing 
what Agent Provocateur is to 
underwear; black’s his thing, as 
is PVC, leather, latex and sheer 
fabrics. There always seem to 
be Gothic and S&M influences 
however his work’s extremely 
feminine and sophisticated with 
beautiful tailoring and extreme 
attention to detail. 

We first met Gori back in 2006 
and were involved in Barcelona 
Fashion Week with him as he 
showcased his Fade to Black 
collection and we knew then 
that his work was something 
different, something special. He 
was the highlight of the show 
and while his work always has a 
dark and sinister quality to it, it’s 
perfectly wearable. 

These images come from his 
latest collection, In & Out and 
they’re as dark and mysterious 
as always.
www.myspace.com/
goridepalma
www.goridepalma.com

Photos Meri Santos
Production Oscar B Vengas

Gori de Palma.
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Photographer Darran Barton
Art Director & stylist Lindsay Lees

Model John H

Thank you to The Brunswick Hotel
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Stockists.

All Saints
192 - 196 Ingram Street, Glasgow
American Apparel
Unit 3, Stock Exchange,
Nelson Mandela Place
Cruise
180 Ingram Street, Glasgow
Debenhams
97 Argyle Street, Glasgow
Miss Sixty
153-155 Buchanan Street, Glasgow
Mr Ben
Unit 6 Kings Court, 99 King Street, Glasgow
Urban Outfitters
157 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

www.myspace.com.petticoatsnplimsolls
www.vans.com
www.volcom.com



Susie Bubble
I’m not into seeking comfort this season with my footwear 
and whilst I’ve invested in some painful yet pretty choices 
in the past (namely my Sergio Rossi wedges which I can 
barely walk three steps in without toppling over and making 
a fool of myself…), I’ve not yet reached the heights of 
ridiculous footwear where I want to go. Nicholas Kirkwood’s 
‘showpiece’ shoes that borders on being sculpture with its 
mounted heel on mirror tiled triangular wedge are just the 
shoes that I’m prepared to sacrifice my feet for. Something 
tells me though that with Kirkwood’s skilful shoe lasts, this 
isn’t actually the painful ride it looks to be. At least, that’s 
what I’m telling myself when I call up Mr Kirkwood trying to 
convince him that these shoes must belong to me.  
http://www.nicholaskirkwood.com

On a thriftier end note, as a way of counterbalancing my disgusting 
fashion gluttony over expensive ridiculous shoes and 18th century frou 
frou, cutting up old tights. The sort of Primark/Topshop variety you have 
heaping up in a drawer, and doing all sorts of odd things with them is 
really the cheapest fashion-related night you have in.

Ah spring, that time of year when birds are chirping, the flowers are blooming and rabbits 
are copulating... not that any of that is going through the mind of Susie Bubble when she 
is being inundated with the new season’s fashion offerings. Who has the time to care 
about the whiff of new daffodils and tulips when there’s heaps to buy and not enough 
brain cells to process how much I will be spending on the new spring wardrobe?

I will first try and temper myself though by getting excited about this year’s edition of Hyeres festival of fashion 
and photography held in the South of France in April. Basically, a four day low-key event where discerning fashion 

people gather in a beautiful villa, sunning it up in hammocks and seeing the work of up and coming designers 
and photographers who will battle it out for valuable grand prizes of €10,000. This year’s jury will be presided by 
Givenchy’s Riccardo Tisci and I will be keen to congratulate him in a crazed, fan-girl way about his new AW08-9 

collection, full of darkly romantic, ruffled pieces. There will also be exhibitions and installations by designers 
like Haider Ackermann and Felipe Oliveira Baptista and the must-read Sartorialist, that will be feeding the brain 

something other than prices of new dresses.  
http://www.villanoailles-hyeres.com/hyeres23.php

The lightness of spring has been going to my head a bit though as I indulge on 
boxes of Laduree macaroons and place feathered headpieces in my hair (Etsy 

seller KissCurl has been satisfying my feather needs a great deal lately…). Yes, 
it is a little late and tragic to be reenacting Marie Antoinette, Sofia Coppola style, 

but when you have someone like Chesley McClaren designing a debut collection 
called ‘Demoiselle’, inspired by 18th century dress, then what is there to do but 

to go along for the Louis XVI at Versailles homage. McClaren, an illustrator based 
in New York, originally gives me detachable ruffles, bustles, petticoats, footman 

coats, ribbons in lace, taffeta and silks and I just can’t help but want to powder my 
hair, slap on some rouge and a fake beauty spot and be completely carried away. 
Luckily though, the hints of 18th century are exactly that; hints. So there is no fear 

of looking like a BBC period drama extra.
http://www.chesleymclaren.com

Florals are big news. Yes, every fash/goss weekly rag is telling you so and you 
can’t deny it when Topshop are throwing them at you by the bucket load. It’s 
the Monet watercolour, slightly chintzy kind that I’m going for and whilst faithful 
Topshop are predictably churning such florals out in cute skirts and flirty dresses, 
it’s M&S that I have my eye on. Lily Cole modeling the clothes isn’t what swayed 
me as the two floral dresses stand out on their own with a blue based palette 
dabbed all over the dress in a gentle floral pattern that brings to mind Georges 
Seurat paintings. Of course the only way to wearing these isn’t to be predictably 
girly and doe-eyed but with some chunky leather peep toe boots and a black 
PVC rainmac because the weather isn’t going to grovel to those that want to 
flounce around in skimpy tea dresses.
http://www.topshop.com
http://www.marksandspencer.com
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Nevada  ‘08
blossom into a wonderful woman.

Miss Teen
Where every young girl can

Photography Armando Ferrari
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Photographer Armando Ferrari
Art director & stylist Lindsay Lees
Hair Vicky Simpson vickythefifer@yahoo.co.uk
Make-up Ana Cruzalegui using MAC Pro www.anacruzalegui.com
Models Hayley @ Superior Model Management
Ferrol & Jennifer @ The Model Team
Assistant stylist Rebecca Stanton

Vintage dress hire Dawn Stewart
www.myspace.com.petticoatsnplimsolls



Tunes.
We needed a break from the office so we checked out a little live music.

Sebastien Tellier
Sexuality
(Lucky Numbers)

Hail, the return of the Jesus look-a-like is nigh! After his mesmerising 2005 ‘Politics’ album, which yielded the gorgeous, ‘La Ritournelle’ 
(which had producers of interior design shows creaming their pants) the Frenchman is back and brings us his third studio album which is 
no doubt his most easily accessible work to date. Tellier’s soft vocals and melodic piano are still evident; however, the acoustic feel has 
been ditched this time as the production work has been handed to fellow Frenchman, friend and fan, Guy-Manuel de Homem-Christo of 
Daft Punk. So why’s it called Sexuality? Silly question really as the album is awash with stylish synths, gentle drum loops, sweet vocals 
and plenty of ecstatic groans, oohs and aahs. It is essentially a love album and Tellier’s vocals drift elegantly from French to English. The 
stand out track is the instrumental, “Sexual Sportswear,” which fans of Giorgio Moroder and Jean-Michel Jarre will no doubt lap up. This 
is smooth, sensual, space-pop at its finest and when word is out that Guy-Manuel has produced this little gem I’m sure the minions of Daft 
Punk fans will race out to buy this record and push Mr. Tellier into the mainstream. Rocco Giudice

Various
Soma Coma Vol 2

(Soma Records)

The penthouse bar is slick, dark and empty. You sit by the floor to ceiling glass wall and look out over the Berlin skyline. 
A thousand lights twinkle back at you. You take a sip of a whiskey older than you from the weighty glass as your other 
hand automatically checks the envelope. It’s not moved in the last two minutes. Relax. But she’s late. She’s never late. 

Maybe she’s still on Hong Kong time.

The bar is filled with rhythmic bleebs, pulses and bass. A little sax, a little piano, a soft voice. You recognise it as Soma 
Coma Vol. 2. It suits this place, this time. You also recognise that perfume. You recognised it in Milan, you recognised 
it in Moscow and also in Prague. You look up. Your hand automatically reaches for the envelope. Your other for what’s 

strapped to the underside of the table. It’s too late. She always was faster than you. The music fades.

Check Out - Late Of The Pier

Castle Donington boasts several major attractions, i.e. the world famous Donington Park racing circuit, it used to be the home of the ‘Monsters of Rock’ festival in the 
80s/90s and also, erm, it’s the closest village to East Midlands Airport… you get my drift (and before you say anything, it isn’t the home of Donington Castle). Thankfully, 

this small town can be proud of four young lads who go by the name Late Of The Pier, however according to a 
recent interview, Sam Potter was quoted saying “Well we have a local newspaper there and they still haven’t written 
anything about us!” Don’t worry guys, you may have been dissed back home and they may not love you, but we 
at Borne think you’re pretty good. According to their MySpace they are “music to have asthma to,” do they realise 
how insensitive they are being to all us steroid loving huffers? Anyway, I think I’m just annoyed I couldn’t cut and 
paste a huge description of them from their website. Instead, I’m gonna have to work out how to describe them. 
Well, they’ve worked along side one of the UK’s hottest DJs, Erol Alkan, who produced the epic, “Bathroom Gurgle,” 
which contains some amazing falsettos, 80s synths and peculiar, almost glam-rock arrangements and amusingly 
their debut single, “The Space and the Woods,” sounds like a Gary Numan/Noel Fielding collaboration. Tracks are 
snappy, fun and highly quirky. The recent hype meant they have just finished a substantial UK tour and I was lucky 
enough to snap up a ticket before all those neo-teen-raver kids got their little mitts on them. They certainly put on a 
good show and props also have to be given to the warm up band, Slagsmålsklubben, who were a Buckfast guzzling, 
six man electro-pop crew based in Sweden. LOTP have recently signed to Parlaphone, a relative heavy weight in the 

record industry and an album is expected soon. The young lads, all in their early 20s, are showing great promise and so we wait in anticipation for an original and exiting 
album to be released soon! For those of you looking to check out their sounds you can get a free download from their website or songs can be streamed on their MySpace. 
Oh, and their new single “The Bears Are Coming” is out now on their very own Zarcorp label. Check it out! Rocco Giudice

Isosceles
Kitch Bitch/Watertight

(Art Goes Pop)

I think it’s safe to say that Isosceles are officially friends 
of Borne! We dig their organ fuelled “rockabilly” brand of 

oh-shit-I-can’t-help-myself-dancing-like-a-Fraggle tunage! 
That’s why we urge the lot of you to get down to the SWG3 

Studio Warehouse on Friday 18th April for the single release! 
See you there!!

On paper the life of Guitar Shorty reads like a musical hall of fame. He played 
with Ray Charles, with Sam Cooke, learned from Guitar Slim and influenced 
Hendrix. However look at the lives of any of these artists and you probably won’t 
come across any mention of Shorty. He could possibly be the most under-rated 
blues legend of our times.

After he told me all about the near death conditions that he and his band were 
driving through to get back to Texas (they had already crashed once and 
had another near miss) he said that he feels he’s finally found his feet and his 
sound. Tired of being pushed back into traditional sounding blues by record 
companies and producers, the combination of Alligator Records and producer 
Brian Brinkerhoff is letting him do his thing and that thing is an elecrifying mix of 
bluesy rock and roll that just reeks of bourbon and cigarettes. 

I asked him what he thinks of ‘modern’ music - rap, R&B, indie, pop - and he just 
says that he hears Guitar Shorty in it all. It’s true that his influence, whether he’s 
credited for it or not is worldwide. It’s no lie that he influenced Hendrix, listening 
to this latest album and watching the few live performances peppering YouTube 
you see what Hendrix would have sounded like had he still been with us. You 
see, Shorty doesn’t play the blues like most. When I think of a blues player I 
think of a fat guy glued to a chair with his guitar but ever since Shorty saw Guitar 
Slim’s onstage antics, he’s made it his mission to entertain when he plays. Often
Continued on page 89.

Guitar Shorty is loving life right about now. It’s not been 
easy by any stretch of the imagination but things are finally 
going his way. He gave us a call on his way back to Texas 
from a gig up in North Dakota and we spoke about his 
name, the dangers of black ice and playing the blues his 
way.

A living legend.
Words Iain Nevill



For the past few years there’s been this odd trend that sees 
band members up and down the country doing DJ sets. 
Call me naïve but I always thought bands played guitars, 
keyboards, drums and the like and DJs spun records and spent 
years perfecting their mixing and blending. Well shows how 
much I know coz kicking off a long line of DJing band members 
at Bunker Bar’s new Bunker Sessions was the Babyshambles’ 
drummer Adam Ficek and he was bloody blinding!

The set itself was a mix of indie floor fillers ranging from 
Desmond Dekker ska to punk classics to The Smiths. The Gio-
Goi crowd were out in force and fucking loving it and so they 
should. In a way you felt you were listening to all the tracks that 
had influenced the band over the years in one giant set and if 
that’s what a DJing band member sounds like then I’m all for 
it!! Bunker seems to be onto a bit of a winner here and it suits 
the place to a tee – funky tunes loud enough to get you up and 
sweaty but not drowning out the convo if you’re sitting in their 
sunken booths. The set-up also allows us Joe public to get up 
close and personal with the DJ which many a drunken dancer 
took advantage of. It’s relaxed, the music works and you get to 
see the tunes behind the band.

Next up sees the Fratellis spinning their choice of hits on 
Thursday 27th March. See you there.

There’s a drummer on the decks!

Don’t worry, it’s Adam Ficek!

Since Mamasan opened its doors it’s 
proved to be a popular venue for chilling 
out, good food and great cocktails. 
Now Thurdasy nights are set to kick it 
into a whole new direction as it’s set 
to become the hang out for the city’s 
beautiful people. In association with 
Superior Model Management, DJ Josie 
Smith lures in hot models, bookers and 
talent scouts for us mere mortals to 
bump ‘n’ grind with and, who knows, 
maybe even become “Glasgow’s next 
top model”.

Pretty Gritty, Thursday nights @ Mama 
San, 190 Bath Street 

AB mixes it up. When asked where he sees himself in a year’s time, AB, a 20 year old Glasgow-based rapper, says it’s 
with double the amount of guys hating him and double the amount of fans. The two seem to go hand in 
hand for AB. Last summer he returned to the city after a few months to find three separate dis records 
being spun throughout the city’s clubs. Now that seems to be a lot of hate for a man so young but he just 
saw it as an opportunity to come back stronger and replied with a number of tracks that got him noticed.

AB’s now signed on a development deal with Underdogg Entertainment, the same label as Glasgow 
success story Hydro, and is on the brink of releasing his first mixtape. It was originally due out at the 
beginning of ’07 but looking back he sees the delays as a blessing, “When I listen to a track now from 
last year, I go ‘Hmmmm, thank God I waited a whole year!’ It was whack… it was definitely whack.” As a 
result, a lot of old tracks have been binned to be replaced with much more complex and intricate lyrics 
laced with metaphor and meaning, taking inspiration from the likes of Nas, Lil Wayne and Tupac, “Lil 
Wayne has the best metaphors I’ve heard in my whole life… Nas, he goes and researches… and Tupac 
is just Tupac.”

The tracks do have more in common with an old-school hip-hop than today’s more pop based rap, 
however, you’ll also find AB flexing his skills over beats from Timbaland and Kanye as he knows that’s 
what people want to hear. It’s obvious that AB’s received a lot of shit for looking up to these guys and 
learning from what they do, “They call me false, coz I rap in a universal accent, I ain’t American, I ain’t 
English, I ain’t Scottish, I’m African and that’s all Americanised now,” shrugs AB. The way he sees it, if 
you want to be a doctor, you go to medical school; a lawyer, law school and a hip-hop rapper, well, you 
look to the States where hip-hop was born. “You don’t have to be fake and say, ‘I’m American’, you just 
say, ‘I’m living in America and I’m doing it my way.”

AB knows he can reach a lot more people with his lyrics than he ever could standing and giving lectures 
but, of course, he’s in it for the money too, “If being a rapper was living in a dustbin and not making any 
money then I don’t think there’d be that many rappers out right now. But it’s the life that it gives and it’s 
giving your children what you didn’t have.”

He calls a lot of hip-hop he hears “Sci-fi” asking, “How can you talk about guns if you ain’t got a gun? Or 
Bentleys when you ain’t got one? In my lyrics you’ll never hear me say Bentleys, Ferraris and millions coz 
I ain’t got millions, I ain’t got a Bentley or a Ferrari… If you did hear me saying that I’d be lying or things 
would have been going really well!!”

AB’s mixtape released on Underdogg Entertainment, April ‘08. For more details visit www.bebo.com/
abmusic87 or www.myspace.com/blackiceabdull

The Queen Beehive herself.

Photo Tom Feierabend

Pretty Gritty.

Model Arlene from Superior.

Great tunes, hot models & tequila shots. It’s all too much!

A Living Legend continued.
he’ll use a wireless amp allowing him to go for strolls amoungst the audience as 
he plays and he nearly killed himself performing front flips on stage with guitar in 
hand! “I just want to make people happy”, he chuckles.

I didn’t want this to sound too insulting but in the end I just came out and asked 
Shorty why the hell he’s not a houshold name. Why is it that no one’s really heard 
of him? He puts it down to some bad choices both by him and by those around 
him. He’s hung out with people like the Rolling Stones and can play just as well, if 
not better, and yet while they’re selling out stadiums he’s just finding his flow now. 
Bad management, bad choices and disloyalty.

And so to his name. I almost wanted it to remain a mystery but caved to curiosity 
and asked the obvious question. Where did Guitar Shorty come from? He tells me 
the story that he must have told a thousand times before but it still sounds fresh 
and the detail he gives makes you belive you’re the first one to hear it. Back when 
he was still a kid, still at school, he played with a group in Florida. It was just a 
weekend gig at the local bar and Guitar only knew three songs but he’d sit at the 
back of the stage and practice with the rest - learning the music and the speed 
and rhythm, sometimes without even turning his amp on. The crowd were getting 
a little bored of the same gig every weekend and so one night promoter Dewey 
Richardson promised them something great. He told them that next week he’d 
have an amazing player by the name of Guitar Shorty come and play. That whole 
week the young Shorty was stressing, panicking and practicing like mad, not 
because he thought he would be the main act but because he thought Dewey 

had booked this amazing player to come in from out of town. He asked Dewey if 
Shorty really was that great and he was told he was even better. The night came 
and young Shorty sat at the back of the stage waiting and wondering. Eventually 
Dewey started on the crowd, whipping up the excitement and the anticipation. 
Shorty sat looking expectantly off stage for this mysterious player when the penny 
dropped, and so did Shorty’s stomach! He was ushered to the front of the stage 
by the rest of the band where he played the only three songs he knew with all his 
might. That night the crowd threw more money onstage than ever before. (Shorty 
tells me that he still gets nervous before going onstage and wouldn’t want it to be 
any different; that’s how he knows he still cares.) Dewey told Shorty to take that 
name and never ever give it up. No matter what promoter, manager or label tried 
to change it, he was to stick to the name as it’d bring him luck.

There must have been times when he was really temped to change it, when he 
must have really doubted its power, but here he is, loving his music and winning 
awards while doing it. I guess Dewey was right all along.
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Catch Guitar Shorty playing an exclusive
gig to launch the Bulleit Sessions on the

10th April in Glasgow.



She’s bombarded us with her articles for so long that we’ve grown 
to love her and it seems you do too. She keeps the inner bitch 
satisfied... and then some.

Boo, you whore.Could it be that the tsunami weather conditions are lessening? Dare I purchase 
Grecian inspired sandals and gladiator boots and paint my toenails fluorescent 
blue? Perhaps so! With this in mind, as a gentle warm up to festival season I minced 
along to the QMU recently to attend an exclusive gig by arguably Scotland's finest 
rock and roll band - the Fratellis. The band were showcasing some new tunes 
from their upcoming-as-yet-unnamed album, as well as performing classics from 
Costello Music. Up close they were blithely energetic and romped through their 
melodic set, oblivious to the pints of god knows what being chucked around. 
Thank god for balcony seating and champagne. Why is it that at gigs, there is 
always some gum-disease ridden, ‘This is England’ style mentalist with a Tennents 
Lager t-shirt and caterpillar boots brandishing a large inflatable daffodil and a 
glassy stare howling “T IN THE PAAAAAAAAAAK!” That is the kind of individual 
that will urinate directly in front of you at a festival while you are wafting by in layers 
of Topshop trying your best to emulate Kate Moss at Glastonbury. Quite literally 
a festival dampener. My favourite new songs you should listen out for from the 
Fratellis are ‘Mabel’ and ‘A Heady Tale’. They rock.

Thank God for the onslaught of summer so I can get out of the house away from 
trash TV and buckets of mini-Oreos. Please someone hurry up and section Kerry 
Katona, I don’t care if she is ‘Crazy in Love’- even period drama by Catherine 
Cookson is preferable to her chavvy bile. She is as common as muck and her 
chat is shite. I actually feel a bit sorry for her husband Mark. He may look like 
an irate stoat but that’s a lot of woman to put up with. Another reality TV PR stunt 
that I gasped at recently was Coleen’s ‘Real Women’. I goggled as she tried to 
get civilian females modelling contracts. Surely modelling unions can take civil 
action against such tomfoolery?! I do appreciate that Sandra from Blackpool has a 
“rrrrreally cute curvee bodeee” but at 4ft 11 you have to ask yourself is she really 
the new face of Pretty Polly?! Just go back to comfort eating pies Sandra. The 
Cricket Boutique and bouts of severe Affluenza must have addled Coleen’s tiny 
mind. What is next? Attempts to transform OAPs into pop stars? That’s already 
happened with Bananarama’s and Michael Jackson’s failed come-backs.

On the subject of pop stars, they don’t come more oddball and bleached than 
Rhidian from X Factor. Imagine my glee at witnessing him live recently! He was 
strikingly resplendent in a floor length white fur (possibly husky?) quite deafeningly 
blasting ‘I’m coming out... So you better get this party started’ out to the gathered 
assembly of Glasgow glitterati at the launch of Glasgow’s new super casino Alea. 
Rhidian claims to be hetrosexual and a virgin but I sense he may be the exact 
opposite. He has been grasped manfully at some point to pierce ears like he 
did. So loud were his top notes I feared for the chandeliers above me and the 
cubic zircona jewels surrounding me. The heavy breasted, atomically tanned dolly 
burds and would be, liver damaged big men were there in their hundreds to try 
their luck at the tables and quaff the bubbly. Only is Glasgow will there be 500 
people in attendance and 800 bottles consumed. The casino was brought here 
by an American company keen to expand in ‘Euww-rope’. Architecturally from the 
outside the casino is as bland as a Basshunter melody, sitting at the Glasgow 
Quay beside the Odeon cinema. But inside it is a mass of glam swirly carpets, 
cocktail bars and extensive menus. It is definitely something a bit different for an 
evening’s entertainment. I bet its going to be busy!

Unlike Alea’s opening the annual best dressed list is full of beautiful people. I 
am not sure if I agree with Agynees Deyn ousting Kate Moss to be crowned the 
worlds best dressed woman though. Although I personally love bright colours and 
sometimes on a bad day resemble a kids TV presenter, I think that Agyness looks 
like a Bay City Rollers fan that has been blindfolded, covered in sticky back plastic 
and then run through a Selfridges jumble sale, screaming “CUTTING EDGE”. It 
is easy to look good in anything, even if she does have a bit of a Ricky Hatton 
chin, when you are 5ft 11 and a size 8. I am not entirely sure about her awesome 
statement hair either... Elfin blonde or Pat Butcher crop? You decide. Perhaps I am 
just jealous... She is so achingly hip at the moment she has even got this season’s 
must have. 

No, I am not referring to a large clutch bag but to the trend that is ‘arm-indie’. That 
is a person similar to arm candy but with more rock and roll credentials - see

 Alexa Chung and Alex Turner for further reference. (I wonder what Alexa Chung 
does see in acne ridden, soon to be multi-millionaire Alex Turner?) (or for that 
matter what Alex sees in sarky, Hampshire boarding school produced clothes 
horse Alexa? A whole lotta slim fun?)

Agyness dates Josh from the band The Paddingtons, a band so underground 
they have sold ten records this year alone. Yes Agyness is ‘so hot right now’ but 
to be a well dressed ‘woman’ I think you have to be a bit sexier, like Jessica Alba 
or Jessica Biel. More ass, less bleach sister. Have at least one mini Oreo for god 
sake – you might even grow an ass. Talking of ladies with ass(ets), thank goodness 
J.Lo has finally given birth to her twins. For a while there it looked like her ass 
had moved round to her stomach. She will have needed some sort of gas and 
air to push that mega bump out - she may have opted to knock herself out by 
inhaling her cheap faux designer signature scents. What a start she is giving those 
youngsters too, selling their ‘exclusive first look’ pics for 3 million. I can’t guarantee 
in her position I would be putting that in a trust fund. It’s a bit late for mother’s day 
but if you can’t be good to yourself.

It’s only natural that you lose your appetite when you are morning sick/love sick. 
Something young Cheryl Cole knows all about. She has gone down to feather 
weight since all her troubles with beau Ashley began. She may be a bit of a racist 
domestic engineer abusing ned but what a little shit he truly is. I put it down to 
insecurity because she is a successful popstrel in her own right and let’s face 
it, any man who wore a suit so shiny and reflective on his wedding day he could 
have picked up Sky Sports deserves to be kicked into touch. She is mental if she 
accepts him back. Infidelity should be punished by stoning. And by the looks of 
it Cheryl’s Chopard rocks could do some serious damage. I am disgusted at the 
fat, facially and mentally challenged kiss and tell sluts that are sliding out of the 
woodwork in this case. Just because they have swallowed their pride (and some 
other fluids) they think that by explaining they were really drunk and feel 'sorry' for 
Cheryl, they can then forget about their troubles and buy a Chloe bag with their ill 
gotton gains. Hardly sisterly, feminist behavior.. Move on Cheryl, Mark Ronson and 
Josh Hartnett are both single. They are no doubt bigger men than Ashley.

STUFF & THINGS I LIKE TOTALLY LOVE: 

I went to the launch of Pretty Gritty the other week, a new weekly Glasgow Club 
night held in Mamasan in Bath Street. It was an eclectic mix of music with Gary 
Numan’s ‘Cars’ alongside Justin’s ‘Futuresexlovesounds’... But I liked it. How could 
one dislike Mamasan when it sports customized pink wallpaper and a ‘Hello Kitty’ 
cocktail on its list too?! See www.bebo.com/prettyG45 for more details on club 
night and bar.

If you haven’t seen this yet then you need your head examined. Juno is one of the 
best indie films for years. Ellen Page wasn’t going to win anything at the Oscars for 
her take-me-seriously-as-a young-actress/I-don’t-flash-my-bits, dull black dress, 
but her performance in this film is extraordinary. It’s even inspired me to try orange 
tic tacs as a seduction tool. Another film which I made a point of seeing, albeit it 
has received a slew of mixed reviews, is The Other Boleyn Girl. With Portman and 
Johansson starring it’s pretty accurate historically and is beautifully shot. I like a 
bit of period drama (I try to create my own at least once a month), and all those 
heaving corsets and meaningful looks are almost reminiscent of a night out in 
Glasgow.




